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EFFECTIVE DATE (D-DATE) MODEL DOCUMENTATION

Volume IV - Program Maintenance Manual.

(Add) NOTE: The term Consolidated Change Table (CCT) has been replaced with
the term Consolidated TOE Update (CTU). Since CCT was still
utilized during model program development, it will appear in some
file names and reports.

Page Para.
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FOREWORD

This documentation of the E-DATE Model was prepared under contract
to the Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA) by Technassociates, Inc. of
Rockville, Maryland. As provided for in the contract, four volumes
of documentation were produced to DOD Automated Data Systems Docu-
mentation Standards (DOD 7935.1-S).

The requirements for the documentation were established by coordina-
tion among CAA, as model developer; the Logistics Evaluation Agency
(LEA), as designated operator and maintainer of the model; and the
Directorate for Plans and Operations, ODCSLOG as proponent for and
user of the model.

The documentation effort was carried out concurrently with the
initial delivery and operation of the model. The Operating Proce-
dures, in particular, are in preliminary form, and may require update
as operating familiarity with the model is achieved.

Additional functional capabilities of the model will be reflected in
updates to the documentation as these capabilities are implemented.

The documentation was prepared on an NBI Word Processing System
3000 (Level G). This system is compatible with the word processing

facility at LEA. Distribution of the documentation by CAA has in-
cluded transmittal of diskette copies of each volume to LEA for
update purposes. A copy of each of these diskettes is also being
permanently retained by the word processing firm, Automated Words of
Rockville, Maryland, who prepared the original typescript under sub-
contract.
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SECTI 1. G NERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 Purpose of Program Maintenance Manual

The objective of the Program Maintenance Manual for the
Effective Date Model (E-DATE) is to provide the maintenance

programmer with the information necessary to effectively
maintain the system.

1.2 Project References

a. User's Manual for the Effective Date Model.

b. Operations Manual for the Effective Date Model.

c. Functional Description for the Effective Date Model.

d. AR 220-1, Unit Status Reporting, 1 June 81.

e. Headquarters, Depot System Command, Total Army Equipment
Distribution Program, User's Manual, October 1981.

1.3 Terms and Abbreviations

The following listing provides an explanation of any terms or
acronyms subject to interpretation by the reader of this
document.

ALO Authorized Level of Organization.

A-RECORD The TAEDP record containing unit data.

B-RECORD The TAEDP record containing requirement data.

CCT The Consolidated Change Table.

CTLLVL Control Level (Unit Identifier).

C-RECORD The TAEDP record containing assets data.

DAMPL Department of Army Master Priority List.

E-DATE The Effective Date Model.

ERC Equipment Readiness Code.

FY Fiscal Year.

LIN Line Item Number.

1-I
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MACOI Major Command.

.*WOE Modified Table of Organization and Equipment.

PON Program Objectives Memorandum.

Sic Standard Requirements Code.

TAEDP The Total Army Equipment Distribution ProgramSystem.

T-RECORD The TAEDP record containing equipment change data.

UIC Unit Identification Code.

-
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".5 SECTION 2. SYSTEM APPLICATION

2.1 System Description

The E-DATE Model is a decision support s-item for the logistics
staff officer which permits the examinat-ion of two critical
logistics issues: the logistic readiness of Army units, and the
redistribution of unit equipment, so as to improve the readiness
of selected units (albeit at the expense of degraded readiness
of other units). The E-DATE Model provides information to
logistics staff officers on the equipment readiness of units
based on (TAEDP) projected equipment fills. With this
information, the officer can form a judgment as to the adequacy
of the fill with respect to the capacity of an individual unit
to carry out its mission and the capacity of groups of activated
units to contribute to the force readiness.

The E-DATE Model operates in the planning space of the
seven-year budgeting cycle provided by TAEDP, consisting of the
budget year, the target year and the five out-years. The E-DATE
Model is designed to operate on two distinct sets of data as
derived from the TAEDP data tapes. One data set consists of
Activated Units, that is, new units brought into existence
during the seven-year planning period. The other data set
consists of existing units impacted by changes identified in the
Consolidated Change Table (CCT).

Note: Subsequent to the development of this model, the term
Consolidated Change Table (CCT) has been replaced with
the term Consolidated TOE Update (CTU). Since the
program code utilizes the term CCT throughout, this
manual will retain the original reference of CCT.

The changes adjust the requirements and assets of existing units
and the logistic staff officer is concerned with the impact of
the changes on unit readiness. The logistics staff officer
identifies the data sets of interest, and the E-DATE Model
accesses the appropriate data and displays the readiness of the
set of units by fiscal year, from the activation year forward to
the end of the planning cycle. The readiness information is
presented in both summary (unit level) and detailed (equipment
level) form.

The model uses the C-Level measure of readiness in two ways.
First it computes the readiness of units in accordance with the

"S C-Level definitions and displays the results for each unit for
each year of the seven year planning period. Having computed
readiness, the model is then prepared to accept a user specifi-
cation of readiness to control the redistribution of assets in a
manner to effect a change in the readiness of units previously

2-1
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rated. To effect this change, the user must indicate the units
whose readiness is to be increased and those units whose readi-
ness may be decreased, to achieve the increased level of
readiness. The readiness rating takes into account the pacing
items in each unit and generates a single measure for each unit
as follows:

Level C-1 At least 90 percent of the reportable equipment
is present at 90 percent of the required
quantities and all (100 percent) of the pacing
items of equipment are present at 90 percent or
greater of the required quantities.

Level C-2 At least 90 percent of the reportable equipment
is present at 80 percent of the required
quantities and all (100 percent) of the pacing
items of equipment are present at 80 percent or
greater of the required quantities.

Level C-3 At least 90 percent of the reportable equipment
is present at 65 percent of the required
quantities and all (100 percent) of the pacing
items of equipment are present at 65 percent or
greater of the required quantities.

Level C-4 If not rated as above.

The model provides this rating information for each unit
activated in the fiscal year indicated by the logistics staff
officer for all remaining years in the planning cycle. In
addition, the model maintains in permanent storage the detailed
results on the rating of the individual equipments on which the

'" overall unit rating is based. This information may either be
accessed via terminal or made available in hardcopy form.

The model is implemented as a set of three processors. The
first processor, the Tape Processor, retrieves the data on all
the activated units in the planning cycle from the Army-wide
(TAEDP) source. The second processor, the File Processor,
extracts the data for units activated in a particular year and
reformats the data for use by the third, the Assessment
Processor. The Assessment Processor takes the data, carries out
the rating calculations, and displays and stores the rating
data. The functions of the individual processors are described
in paragraph 2.3, General Description.

2-2
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2.2 Security and Privacy

All program code and listings are considered UNCLASSIFIED and
require no special security considerations.

All output reports will be considered CONFIDENTIAL and should be
handled in a manner consistent with the guidelines of your
office.

The files utilized by the model have a number coded in posi-
tion 7 of the name. This position will contain one of the
following codes:

0 - UNClASSIFIED

2 - CONFIDENTIAL
4 - SECRET

The majority of the files utilized by the model will be
classified as SECRET.

2.3 General Description

The E-DATE model is divided into three processors which must be
run saquentially. Once the Tape Processor is run, the File
Processor may be run without a rerun of the Tape Processor. The
first two processors prepare the TAEDP data for use by the
Assessment Processor. The normal schedule of operation would
call for the execution of the Tape Processor whenever new TAEDP
or CCT data were received. The File Processor would then be
rerun for the appropriate file (i.e., dataset of CCTUNT would be
specified if new CCT data had been received). Once these files
are created, they should be applicable for all subsequent runs
of the Assessment Processor. More information on the sequence
of runs will be found in the E-DATE User's Manual and Operations
Manual. The interrelationship of the three processes is
displayed in the System Flowchart, Figure 2-1.

The initial processor, the Tape Processor, contains one main
program and 27 subroutines. The functions of each of these
routines is explained in the Program Description, Subsection
2.4. The functions of the Tape Processor are as follows:

* Scans the master list for units activated in the planning
cycle period to select units from the TAEDP data base for
analysis by the model.

• Alternately, scans the Consolidated Change Table (CCT)
for units that will undergo equipment changes during the

2-3
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planning cycle period as a method of TAEDP unit
selection.

, Transfers the selected data to separate output files for
use in subsequent processing.

The second processor, the File Processor, contains one main
program and 23 subroutines. The functions of each of these
routines is explained in the Program Description, Subsection
2.5. The functions of the File Processor are as follows:

e Accepts an input specifying the year of activation or the
major command of units to be selected for rating.

* Scans the file generated by the Tape Processor for units
meeting the selection criteria.

* Groups the units according to unit data (A-record),
requirements data (B-record), assets data (C-record) or
equipment change data (T-record). These units are also
grouped by fiscal year.

0 Sorts the data in inverse DAMPL (Department of Army
Master Priority List) sequence and creates one large file
for the Assessment Processor.

* Provides a summary of all the records processed.

The final processor, the Assessment Processor, contains one main

program and 38 subroutines. The functions of each of these
routines are explained in the Program Description, Subsection
2.6. The functions of the Assessment Processor are defined as
follows:

* Selects the units to be rated through the use of param-
eters input by the user.

* Calculates the unit readiness based on the unit rating
criteria defined in AR 220-1.

* Provides a rating summary depicting the rating of indi-
vidual units over time and the patterns of ratings of
groups of units.

* Provides additional summary reports, including marginal
rating summaries, to provide the logistics staff officer
with additional infomation concerning the unit ratings.

2-5
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e Generates a worksheet to provide the logistics staff -

officer with a means of specifying those units to be up-
rated and those that are acceptable for downrating in a
redistribution being considered. These selections are
transferred directly into the model.

o Provides a file containing equipment rating data for
access by terminal or hardcopy.

The following conventions are utilized throughout Sections 2.4
through 2.6, Program Description, in describing the functions of
the routines.

* An asterisk (*) enclosed in parenthesis after a program
name will normally represent the FORTRAN capability for
processing control. For example, the statement "Call
RDRCD (RDFILE, *400, *500)" will cause the program
control to pass to label 400 in the calling routine when
a "Return 1" is executed in RDRCD. Additionally, the
execution of a "Return 2" statement would pass control to
label 500. This type of a situation would normally be
represented in the Program Description documentation as
"Call RDRCD (RDFILE, *, *)." Asterisks will also be used
in the "called" routine as well.

* Parenthesis containing variable names or other expres-
sions will represent subscripts if they follow a table
name and arguments of a subroutine call if they follow a
program or subroutine name.

* Bullets (o) and indentations are utilized in the
"Processing" section of each Program Description to
designate programming levels. Each margin (indentation)
with a bullet starting the line will represent a deeper
level of detail in the code.

2-6
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2.4 Proqram Description - Tape Processor

Subsection 2.4 will contain a description of the main program
for the Tape Processor and the 27 associated subroutines. A
complete listing of the programs to be discussed in subsection
2.4 is contained below.

Paragraph Number Program Name

2.4.1 MAIN
2.4.2 ANYSRC

2.4.3 CCTLST
2.4.4 CHKEQP
2.4.5 CHKLST
2.4.6 CHKSRC
2.4.7 CNTLVL
2.4.8 CNTUFY
2.4.9 DECODE
2.4.10 DSYALL
2.4.11 DSYCTL
2.4.12 DSYCT1
2.4.13 DSYCT2
2.4.14 DSYNW1
2.4.15 DSYNW2
2.4.16 DSYNW3
2.4.17 ENCODE
2.4.18 PAGADV
2.4.19 PIMCCT
2.4.20 PIKNEW
2.4.21 RDRCD
2.4.22 RDUNT
2.4.23 WRCCT
2.4.24 WRHDG
2.4.25 WRN4SG
2.4.26 WRRCD
2.4.27 WRTTL
2.4.28 XLATE
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A set of figures and tables is provided to assist the reader in
understanding the internal logic of the model. The exhibits begin with
a flow diagram of the Tape Processor to provide a general understanding
of the system. Other exhibits which follow are meant to provide a more
detailed picture of the logic of the individual data elements and
routines. A description of the purpose of each exhibit is presented
below in the same sequence as the exhibit appears in this subsection.

Figure 2-2. Tape Processor Flow Diagram

It is recommended that the flow diagram be used as the starting point
for the first time reader in understanding the logic of this pro-
cessor. An attempt has been made to highlight the major functions
perfomed and explain them in such a manner that a reader totally
unfamiliar with the system could understand. The subsections of 2. 1,
System Description, and 2.3, General Description, should be read first
to obtain an introduction to the purpose of the Tape Processor. The
flow diagram is annotated with subroutine names wherever possible in
order to link the overall logic of the processor with the individual
functions of each routine.

Figure 2-3. Common Block Cross-Reference (Tape Processor)

'4 The majority of information is passed between routines via common
blocks. This figure should assist the reader in understanding which
data elements, or blocks of elements, are used in which routines. This
should be especially useful when trying to trace an individual element
throughout the entire processor, or in cases where a new common block
variable is added. If a new variable is added to a common block, this
table will show immediately which routines will have access to the new
variable.

.4 Table 2-1. Common Block Dictionary (Tape Processor)

S,The Common Block Dictionary identifies the individual arrays or
variables defined within each common block. This table will serve as a
useful tool in tracing a specific data element throughout the
processor. The Data Dictionary, described on the following page, is
also useful in describing the function and usage of each common block
element.

Figure 2-4. Program Unit Hierarchy (Tape Processor)

This figure shows the structure of all the routines within the Tape
Processor. The processor is comprised of one main program and a series
of subroutines, all of which are controlled, directly or indirectly, by
the main program. This chart shows how the processor flows from the
main program though each of the subroutines. Figure 2-4, along with
Figure 2-5, allows the reader to see which routines are called by other
routines, rather than by the main program.

* 2-8
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Figure 2-5. Subroutine Cross-Reference (Tape Processor)

The subroutine cross-reference provides an explanation of which routines
control the processing of other routines. On the vertical axis (side of
page), the calling (controlling) routines are showns. The routines
called are shown on the horizontal axis (top of page). A dot in the
appropriate column links the called routine with the controlling
routine.

Table 2-2. Data Dictionary (Tape Processor)

This table provides a description of every common block element in the
Tape Processor. This listing includes both variables and arrays and
describes the size, format, uses and purpose of each data element. This
table should be used as the main reference for information on the
purpose, or other characteristics, of a data element.

Figures 2-6 through 2-11, Report Layouts (Tape Processor)

These figures provide a layout of the reports produced by the Tape

Processor. These figures will be referenced within individual program
descriptions wherever applicable and provide further information on the
format and content of each report.

All of the above figures and tables are referenced throughout this
subsection. They have all been placed at the front of the section for
ease of reference.

2-9
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ANYSRC 00 0

CCTLST 00 0 0
CHKEQP 0 0 00

a.CHKLST 0.0.

CHKSRC @00 *1*0
CNTLVL 00
CNTUFY 0

-q ~DECODE 0~~
OSYALL

DSYCTL

OSYCTi 1

DSYCT2 0--------
DSYNWI 01 0
DSYNW2------------

DSYNW3------------
'4 ~ENCODE000

M4AIN 0
PAGADY------------

PIKCCT 0 0 0
PIKNEW 0 

-RDRCD @
RDUNT0
WRCCT0

WRHDG............

WRNMSG 00
WRRCD0

WRflL0

COMON BLOCK

Figure 2-3. Common Block Cross-Reference (Tape Processor)
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Table 2-1. Common Block Dictionary (Tape Processor)

CGUMDN BLOCK VARIABLES

XCONTRL CTLLVL, SKPLVL, XFRLVL,
TYPUNT, ACTYR, IALL, SRC, I
WRNCT

XINPT EDATE, FRSTFY, DTADTE,
NFYSET, NEWUNT, NNEW,
RUNCLS, CCTID, SPCLST,
WRNPA S

XRCD RECORD, RCDTYPE, TRCORD

XSRCCNT POSELD, NEGLFLD, ZROFLD,
ADDSKP, PERSKP, EQPDOT

XSRCDTA CHGSRC, CHGLIN, CHGAMT,
NSRC, NEQP

XSRCSAV SRCFYI SAVRCD, NRCD,
ISRC, IEQP, LSTRCD

XSRCTMP TMPSRC, TKPLIN

XSUMLVL TOEFLD, NONSKP, TOESKP,
AUGSKP, TDASKP, Pce4SKP,

UNTID, UNTFY

NOTE: Refer to Table 2-2 for additional information on Tape Processor
variables.
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CCrLST • •

CWUEQP -- 0
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CHKSRCI t AI I
CNTLVL
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MSALL 0

DSVCTLA I I
OSYCTI -- -
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Table 2-2. Data Dictionary - Tape Processor
(page I of 6 pages)

NAME SUROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRI PTION

ACTTR CHKSRC(P) N/A 12 Fiscal Year in A-record.
CNTUFY(P)
DECODE(I)*
DSYALL (P)
PIKNEW(P)

ADDSKP CCTLST(P)* 1,000 14 Total number of change
DSYCT1 (0) records adding new

equipnent for each SRC (max
1,000).

AUGSKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of augmented units.
DSYNWI(o)

CCTID MAIN(I)* N/A A6 The CCT identifier to be
WRHDG(O) displayed on reports.

CHGAMT CCTLST(P)* (1,000x40) I The amount of the change for

ENCODE(O) each item of equipment, (max

40) per SRC (max 1,000).

CHGLIN CCTLST(P)* (1,000x40) A6 The ID of LIN's affected by
CHKEQP(P) a CCT change, (max 40) per

SRC (max 1,000).

CHGSRC CCTLST(P)* 1,000 A9 The SRC's extracted from the
CHKSRC(P) CCT file (max 1,000).
DSICT1 (0)

CTLLVL ANYSRC(P) N/A A6 The unit ID extracted from
CHKLST(P) the A-record.
CNTUFY(P)

4 DSYALL(P)
DSYCT2(P)
MAIN(P)
PIKCCT(P)

PIKNEW(P)
RDRCD(I)*

2-17
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Table 2-2. Data Dictionary - Tape Processor
(page 2 of 6 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

DTADTE MAIN(I)* N/A A8 TAEDP run date (MM/DD/YY).
WRTTL(O)

BQPOT CCTLST(P)* 1,000 14 Total number of usable LIN
DSYCTI(P) changes for each SRC (max

1,000).

FRSTFY CHKSRC(P) N/A 12 First Fiscal Year of
CNTUFY(P) planning period.
MAIN (I,P)*
PIKNEW(P)

IALL CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of all units
DSYNW1 (0) processed.

IEQP CCTLST(P)* N/A 12 Index for number of LIN's
, *. CHKEQP(P) in an SRC. %7

ENCODE (P)

ISRC CHKSRC(P)* N/A 13 Index for SRC table.

LSTRCD CHKEQP(P)* N/A Al Record type of previous
CHKSRC(P)* record.
PIICCT(P)*

LSTSRC ANYSRC(P) N/A A9 SRC of previous record.
CCTLST(P)*
CHKSRC (P) *

NEGFLD CCTLST(P)* 1,000 14 The total number of LIN's
DSYCT1 (0) for each SRC with a

negative change amount (max
1,000).

NEQP CCTLST(P)* 1,000 I Total number of LIN changes
CHKEQP(P) processed for each SRC (max

1,000).

2-18
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Table 2-2. Data Dictionary - Tape Processor
(page 3 of 6 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

NIUNT CHKLST(P) 400 A6 The ID of units activated in
RDUNT(I)* the first Fiscal Year (max

400).

NFYSET MAIN(P)* 7 1 The seven fiscal years of
WRHDG(O) the planning period

expressed as the last two
digits of the year.

NNEW CHKLST(P) N/A 14 Number of units from first
RDUNT(P)* year activations file.

NONSKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of non-units skipped.
DSYNWI(O)

NRCD ANYSRC(P) N/A 12 Temporary table index.

CHKSRC(P)*
N 5PIKCCT(P)*

NSRC CCTLST(P)* N/A 14 Total number of SRC's
CHYSRC(P) processed in CCT file.
DSYCT1(P)

PERSKP CCTLST(P)* 1,000 14 The number of personnel
DSYCT1(P,O) change records skipped for

each SRC (max 1,000).

PQESKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Total nunber of PQMCUS
DSYNW1(0) units skipped.

POSFLD CCTLST(P)* 1,000 14 The number of LIN's for each
DSYCTI(P,O) SRC with a positive change

amount (max 1,000).

RCDTYP CHKEQP(P) N/A Al The type of the TAEDP
PIKCCT(P) record (A, B, C).

PIKNEW(P)
RIRCD(I)*

2-19
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Table 2-2. Data Dictionary -Tape Processor
(page 4 of 6 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

RECORD ANYSRC(P) N/A A239 The TAEDP input record.
CHKEQP(P)

CHKSRC(P)
DECODE(I)
PIKNEW(P)
RDRCD (I) *

WRCCT(P)
WRRCD(O)

RUNCLS MAIN(I)* N/A A12 The classification of the
WRTTL (0) run.

SAVRCD ANYSRC(P) 7 A239 Used to preserve up to seven
CHKSRC(P)* A-records during CCT

processing.

SKPLVL ANYSRC(P)* 2 A6 Used to preserve a unit
MAIN(P) ID already determined
PIECT(P)* as one to be skipped. First
PIKMEW(P)* element preserves ID for

activated unit processing.
Second element preserves ID
for CCT unit processing.

SPCLST MAIN(I,P)* N/A A3 A 'YES' or 'NO' flag for the
PIKNEI(P) Special List function.

SRC CHKSRC(P) N/A A9 The SRC from the TAEDP
DZCOD(I)* record.

SRCFY ANYSRC(P) 7 1 Used to save SRC number
CHUEQP(P) of an SRC match, by Fiscal
CHXSRC(P)* Year.
ENCODE (O)
PIECCT(P)

TtASKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of the TDA units
DSY WI (O) skipped.
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Table 2-2. Data Dictionary - Tape Processor
(page 5 of 6 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRI PTION

TMPLIN CCTLST(I,P)* N/A A6 The LIN from the CCT record.
WRN4SG(O)

TMPSRC CCTLST(I,P)* N/A A9 The SRC from the CCT record.
WRNKSG (0)

TOEFLD CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 The number of TOE units
DSYNW1 (0) selected.
DSYNW2(O)

TOESKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 The number of TOE units
DSYNWI (0) skipped.

TRCORD CHEMQP(P) N/A A239 The T-record with equipment
- ENCOD(O)* change amounts.

WRCCT(PO)

TYPUNT DECODE(I)* N/A Ii The unit type from the TAEDP
DSYALL(P) record.
PIKCCT(P)
PIKNEW(P)

UNTFY CNTUFY(P)* 7 I Number of units processed
DSYNW2(O) in each fiscal year
DSYNW3(P)

UNTID CNTUFY(P)* (7x400) A6 The unit ID's for activated
DSYNW3(0) units selected from TAEDP
MAIN(P) for each Fiscal Year for up

to 400 units.

WRNCNT CCTLST(P) N/A Ii The number of warning
MAIN(P) messages generated.

WRWMSG(P)*

WRNPAS CCTLST(P) N/A A3 A 'YES' or 'NO' flag
MAIN(I)* signifying warning message

bypass.

XFRLVL PIKNEW(P)* N/A A6 A unit ID to be output.

2-21
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Table 2-2. Data Dictionary -Tape Processor
(page 6 of 6 pages)

NAME SUB ROUT INE SIZE FMT DESCRIPT ION

ZROFLD CCTLST(P)* N/A 14 The number of equipment
DSYCTI(O,P) deletions.

Note: The letter (P, I, 0) next to the subroutine names denotes the
usage of the table as follows:

(P) - processing
(I) - input
(0) - output

* An asterisk occurring to the right of the routine name
indicates that the table is originated by that routine.

Note: The letter (A, I) in the format column of the table denotes the
array characteristics as follows:

(A) - alphanumeric
(I) - integer

2
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74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 7

EDATE MODEL TAPE PROCESSOR RUN PAGE 1
DISPLAY TP-NW-1 DATA DATE: TESTDATA

UNIT SUMMARY REPT DATE: 07/25/83

***** UNCLASSIFIED *****

NR UNITS ACTIVATED IN FY 82 THRU FY 88
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTALUNITS TOE NON TOE AUG TOE TDA POM

READ FILED SKIPPED SKIPPED SKIPPED SKIPPED SKIPPED

20 19 0 1 0 0 0

is , Figure 2-6. Report #1, Unit Summary
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74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 8

EDATE MODEL TAPE PROCESSOR RUN PAGE 1
DISPLAY TP-NW-2 DATA DATE: TESTDATA

FY SUMMARY REPT DATE: 07/25/83

***** UNCLASS IF I ED *****

NR UNITS ACTIVATED IN EACH FY
..',I

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
UNITS FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88

FILED FILED FILED FILED FILED FILED FILED FILED

19 3. 2 1 2 4 2 5

Figure 2-7. Report #2, FY Summary
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74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 9

EDATE MODEL TAPE PROCESSOR RUN PAGE 1

DISPLAY TP-NW-3 DATA DATE: TESTDATA
UNITS FILED REPT DATE: 07/25/83

) **** UNCLASSIFIED ****

UNITS ACTIVATED IN EACH FY

FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85 FY 86 FY 87 FY 88

FILED FILED FILED FILED FILED FILED FILED

UNTOO1 UNTO06 UNTO19 UNTO15 UNTO14 UNTO03 UNTO07

UNTO04 UNTO08 UNTO20 UNTO16 UNTO13 UNTO09

UNTO05 UNTO17 UNTO10
UNTO18 UNTO11

UNTO1 2

Figure 2-8. Report #3, Units Filed
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.1 ,
.1°

II

EDATE MODEL TAPE PROCESSOR RUN DATA DATE: TESTDATA PAGE I
DISPLAY TP-CT-2 OCT UNITS SUIMRY REPT DATEs 03/18/83

S'30 UNCLASSIFIED *"-

UNITS IMPACTEO BY CCT 300-73

UNTO0I UNT002 UNTO03 UNT004 UNTOS UNTOI0 UNTO12 UNTO13 UNT014 UNT " i

Figure 2-11. Report #6, CCT Unit Summry

_ "
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" 2.4.1 Program Description

a. Identification

' Tape Processor - MAIN

b. Functions

This program controls the processing of the Tape
Processor. The functions performed include reading the Run
Control Parameters input by the user, reading the TAEDP
input tapes and comparing them to either (or both) the First
Year Activated Unit List and/or the Consolidated Change
Table (CCT) Data for selection purposes. Once all of the
desired units have been extracted from the TAEDP file and
written to either the Activated Unit File or CCT Unit file,
a series of six summary reports are produced and processing
is ended.

c. Input

This process requires the following files as input:

0 Run Control Parameter File (MTOE*TP1CTLO1); Unit #2.
0 TAZDP File (MTOE*TPITST@g); Unit #7.
0 First Year Activated Unit List (MTOE*TPIFYA09); Unit #8.
0 Consolidated Change Table (CCT) File (MTOE*TPlSRC00);

Unit #9.
0 Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT, XSUMLVL

Note: More detailed information on these files is contained in
subsection 3.3, Data Base.

d. Processing

The processing of MAIN is described as follows:

* Begin Tape Processor.
" Read user-input Run Contril Parameters.
" If Newly Activated Units are to be used for selection,

call RDUNT to read the Now Activated Units File.
" If Consolidated Change Tabie (CCT) is to be used for

-selection, call CCTLST to t ad the CCT file.
* Call DSYALL ('FRST') to write the page headings for

,, Report #5, the Units Scanned Report.
* If CCT record selection is chosen, call DSYCT2 ('FRST')

to write Report #6, CCT Unit Summary Report, page
headings.

* (Label 100); call RDRCD to read a TAEDP record, at EOF go
S.'.,\* to label 200.

2-29
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9 If unit ID has changed since previous record,
• Call DECODE ('A') to extract fiscal year, unit type,

and SRC frcm TAEDP record.
• Call DSYALL ('NEXT') to add the new unit ID to the

Report #5 detail line.
0 If New Activation record selection is chosen, call PIKNEW

to search First Year Activated Unit List for a match.
* If Special List is used, return to label 100.
* If CCT record selection is chosen, call PIKCCT to search

CCT by SRC for a match.
0 Return to label 100.

* (Label 200); cmplete Reports #5 and #6.
* Call DSVCT1 to generate Report #4.
0 Call DSYNW1 to generate Report #1

* Call DSYNW2 to generate Report #2.
• Call DSYNW3 to generate Report #3.

* Terminate Tape Processor.

e. Output

The following outputs are produced by the Tape Processor:

* Activated Unit File (MTOE*TPIN3.49); Unit #11.
* CCT Unit File (MTOE*TPICCT4P); Unit #12.
* Unit Summary Report (Report #1); refer to Figure 2-6 for

sample.
• FY Summary Report (Report #2); refer to Figure 2-7 for

sample.
4- 0 Units Filed Report (Report #3); refer to Figure 2-8 for
• !sample.

* CCT SRC Summary Report (Report #4); refer to Figure 2-9
for sample.

4 Units Scanned Report (Report #5); refer to Figure 2-10

for sample.
'a 0 CCT Unit Summary Report (Report #6); refer to Figure 2-11

for sample.

INote: More detailed information on the output files and reports
are contained in subsection 3.3, Data Base.

f. Interfaces

Since this is the controlling module, no other program calls
MAIN.

This program calls the following subroutines. The - .nents

are shown in parenthesis.

2-30
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S'-' CCTIST
DECODE ('A')
DSYALL ('FRST') ('NEXT') ('LAST')
DSCT 1
DSYCT2 ('FRST') ('LAST')
DSYI W1
DSYNW2
DSYNW3
PAGADV
PI1CCT
PIKNEW
RDRCD (*200)

_ :.RDUNT

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

2-3
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2.4.2 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - ANYSRC (*, )

b. Functions

This subroutine tests whether SRC changes are present for a
unit after all A-records have been examined. The table
SRCFY is examined to check if any value is greater than
zero, thus representing that an A-record from the TAEDP was
found in the CCT.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRCD, XSRCSAV

d. Processing

The processing of ANYSRC is described as follows:

" Search the SRCFY table to see if any entries are greater
than zero. Each entry will represent the index number
of the SRC from the CCT file when a match was found
with the TAEDP record. If all entries are zero, then

A no match was found for any of the seven TAEDP 'A'
records.

4' 0 If SRCSUM > 7, then (at least one of the 'A' records
matched the CCT).

* Call DSYCT2 to write the unit to Report #6.
0 Update the 'A' record with a 'I' in position 14.
0 Call WRRCD to write the record to the CCT Unit File.
* Return 1 to signify that a match was found.

0 If SRCSEM = , then there were no matches, and return 2
to signify no match.

e. Output

The TAEDP record is prepared for output to File 12 (CCT Unit
File) by moving a '1' to position 14.

f. Interfaces

Called by: PIKCCT

Calls to: DSVCT2 ('NEXT')

WRRCD (12, *18F)

2-32
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g. Arguments

Two arguments are passed to this subroutine. Each argument
controls a numbered return in the calling routine and is
represented by an asterisk (*)•

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

"' 2-33
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2.4.3 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - CCTLST

b. Functions

This subroutine loads the CCT file tape into a table for
subsequent processing. The table CHGSRC is loaded with all
of the SRC's from the CCT up to a maximum of 1,000.

c. Input

0 The Consolidated Change Table (CCT) Data (Unit #9) is
read in this subroutine. Additional information on
this file may be found in subsection 3.3, Data Base.

0 Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT, XSRCCNT, XSRCDTA, XSRCTMP.

d. Processing

The processing of CCTLST is described as follows:

0 (Label 100); read a CCT record.
0 If the maximum number of SRC's have already been loaded

and the SRC is the same as the previous record, go to
label 100 to read the next record.

0 If the SRC is new
0 Save equipment count for previous SRC.
• If number of SRC's read exceeds 1,000:

* Write a warning message.
* Reset the SRC hold variable.
* Go to label 100 to read next record.

0 If the CCT record type = 'C' indicating a personnel
record, not an equipment record, then increment a
counter and go to label 100.

* Convert the least significant digit of the equipment
change amount.

0 If change amount conversion is unsuccessful, read the
next record at label 100.

0 If more than 30 equipment records have been processed for
.ne SRC, print a warning message and go to label 100.

• Increment counter for type of equipment change (increase,
decrease or elimination).

0 Store counters, write an end of processing message, and
return.
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e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: WRISG (3)(4)
XLATE (change amount, change letter, returned

amount, *100)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

A
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2.4.4 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - CHKEQP

b. Functions

This subroutine is referenced for those TAEDP units whose
SRC was located in the CCT file. The purpose of this
subroutine is to process the 'B' records and 'C' records
from the TAEDP for these selected CCT related units.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRCD, XSRCDTA, XSRCSAV

d. Processing

The processing of CHKEQP is described as follows:

0 If record type = 'B' (sets of 'B' and 'C' records will
follow the 7 'A' records on the TAEDP tape):
" Extract LIN (equipment identifier) from TAEDP record.

* If LIN hasn't changed, write the record immediately
by going to label 95.

" If LIN has changed:

" Extract ERC from TAEDP.
0 If ERC is not - 'A', then return.

0 For each fiscal year
* If SRC is the same as previous year, then

call ENCODE to write change amount to the T-
record.

4 Else if new SEC, campare equipment item
number and call ENCODE.

" (Label 95); call WRRCD (12, *100) to write the TAEDP
record to the CCT Unit File.

" Call WRCCT (12) to write the T-record for the previous
SRC.

* If a C-record is found immediately after a B-record and
the equipment item is the same on each record, then
call WRRCD (12, *200) to write the C-record to the
file.

e. Output

Calls WRRCD and WRCCT to control the creation of the CCT
Unit File.
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f. Interfaces

Called by: PIKCCT

Calls to: ENCODE (fiscal year index)
WRCCT (12,*)
WRRCD (12,*)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

'-
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2.4.5 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - CHKIST (*)

b. Functions

This subroutine accesses a user-prepared list of units
activated in the first year of the seven-year planning
cycle, to check if the unit ID on the current TAEDP record
exists as a new activation in the Activated Unit File.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT

d. Processing

The processing of CHKLST is described as follows:

0 For I to the total nunber of units in the First Year
Activated Unit List compare the TAEDP unit ID to each
new activation ID.

0 If TAEDP unit ID is found, Return,

else Return 1.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: PINEW (*)

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

An argument is passed to this routine for a numbered return,
represented by an asterisk (*).

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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,2: 2.4.6 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - CHKSRC

b. Functions

This subroutine tests the SRC of a TAEDP unit against the
SRC in the CCT File in order to find a match. The function
of this subroutine is similar to CHKLST which tests the
TAEDP unit ID against the file of new activations.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT, XRCD, XSRCDTA, XSRCSAV

d. Processing

The processing of CHKSRC is described as follows:

* If SRC - SRC from previous TAEDP record:
* Load the CCT index number for that SRC into SRCFY

(fiscal year index) table.
* Save record into SAVRCD table and return.

* Search CCT file for match with TAEDP SRC.
If a match is found:

0 Load SRC index number into SRCFY table.
0 Load TAEDP record into SAVRCD table.
0 Return.

Else, Return.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: PIKCCT

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.7 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - CNTLVL (ITYPE)

b. Functions

This subroutine counts the number of different types of
units read from the TAEDP during processing. The unit type
is passed as an argument, and the proper counter is
incremented according to the argument value.

c. Input

Common blocks MCONTRL, XSUMLVL

d. Processing

The processing of CNTLVL is described as follows:

0 If ITYPE =
Add 1 to counter for non-units skipped.

0 If ITYPE - 1 -

Add 1 to counter for 'TOE' units skipped. b,
0 If ITYPE - 2

Add 1 to counter for 'AUG' units skipped.
C, S If ITYPE - 3

Add 1 to counter for 'TDA' units skipped.
0 If ITYPE = 4

Add 1 to counter for 'POM' units skipped.
0 If ITYPE - 5

Add 1 to counter for 'TOE' units saved.

"se. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: PIKNE

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

ITYPE - The TAEDP record type designation
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h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

,4
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2.4.8 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - CNTUFY

b. Functions

This subroutine counts the number of selected TOE units

activated each fiscal year. The unit ID of all selected
units is also preserved.

c. Inputs

Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT, XSUMLVL

d. Processing

The processing of CNTUFY is described as follows:

0 Add I to the UNTFY table for number of units selected for
that fiscal year.

* Store the unit ID of the selected unit in the table UNTID

subscripted by year and unit index number.

e. Outputs

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: PIKNEW

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

.4
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2.4.9 Program Description

a . Identification

Tape Processor - DECODE (LTR)

b. Function

This subroutine utilizes the FORTRAN command DECODE to move
certain portions of the TAEDP record to variables for fiscal
year, unit type and system readiness code.

U..

C. Inputs

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRCD

d. Processing

The processing of DECODE is described as follows:

0 If the parameter - 'A':
* Extract ACTYR (fiscal year) from columns 46-47.
* Extract TYPUNT (unit type) from column 110.
* Extract SRC (system readiness code) from columns

185-193.

• Return*
Else, Return.

e. Output

None.

U. f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN
PIXCCT
PIKNEW
RDRCD

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

LTR - A flag, usually with the value of 'A', signifying the
record type to be decoded.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

2ib d
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2.4. 10 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - DSYALL (STATUS)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the printing of the Units Scanned
Report (#5). The UIC, unit type and first fiscal year of
each unit read on the TAEDP file is printed. All units are
printed in sets of 10 per line.

c. Inputs

Common block XCONTRL

d. Processing

The processing of DSYALL is described as follows:

• If the STATUS parameter = IFRST':
4 e Call DSYCTL (5) to print the page header.

0 Return.
, If the STATUS parameter = 'NEXT':

* Accumulate unit information into print holding tables.
" If 10 units have been accumulated, print the detail

line on the printer.
" Return.

0 If the STATUS parameter = 'LAST':
* Print the final detail line.
" Return.

e. Outputs

" Calls DSYCTL to print Report #5 page headers.
* Writes a detail line for every 10 units for Report #5.
• Calls DSYCTL to control formatting of detail lines on the

page.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN ('FRST') ('NEXT') ('LAST')

Calls to: DSICTL (5)
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g. Arguments

STATUS - Signifies the sequencing of the detail lines being
written, where

'FRST' - first line printed

'NEXT' - intermediate lines printed
'LAST' - last line printed

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

.-
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2. 4. 11 Program Description

'I

a. Identification

Tape Processor - DSYCTL (DSYNR)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the formatting of the detail lines
in the six reports generated by the Tape Processor. The
lines are grouped into blocks, and the number of lines per
block and the number of blocks per page are established
separately for every report.

c. Inputs

None.

d. Processing

The processing of DSYCTL is described as follows:

" Assume a continuation of the previous report if DSYNR has
not changed.

" If a new report:
* Call WRTTL (DSYNR, 1) to print first page headers.
" Return.

• If the maximum number of lines per block has been
reached:
rite a blank line and reinitialize counters.

* Return.
a If the maximum number of blocks per page has been

reached:
0 Increnent page counter and call WRTTL.
0 Return.

e. Outputs

" Calls WRTTL (report #, page #) to print page headers.
" Prints blank lines to separate blocks of lines.

f. Interfaces

Called by: DSYALL (5)
DSYCT 1 (4)
DSYCT2 (6)

DSYNW1 (1)
DSYNW2 (2)

DSYNW3 (3)
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""-" Calls to: WRTTL (report *, page #)

g. Arguments

* DSYNR - The report number (value of 1-6)

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.12 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - DSYCT1

b. Functions

This subroutine prints the text of Report #4, the CCT SRC
Slummary.

c. Input

Common blocks XSRCCNT, XSRCDTA

d. Processing

The processing of DSYCT1 is described as follows:

0 Print two SRC's per block for every SRC on the TAEDP that
matched the CCT file.

0 On every detail line, print the following items for each
SRC displayed:

0 Number of equipment increases.
* Number of equipment decreases.
0 Number of equipment eliminations.
0 Total number of equipment records selected.
* Total number of records skipped where type = 'C'.
* Total number of records skipped where a new piece of

equipment was being added.
* Total number of equipment records scanned.
0 Total number of equipment records over the limit of 30

per SRC.

e. Output

Prints the detail lines of Report #4, the CCT SRC Summary.

f. Interfaces:

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSYCTL (4)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.13 Program Description

a. Identification

* Tape Processor - DSYCT2 (STATUS)

* b. Functions

This subroutine generates Report #6, the CCT Unit Summary.

c. Input

Common block XCONTRL

d. Processing

The processing of DSYCT2 is described as follows:

• If STATUS - 'FRST':
* Call DSYCTL(6) to print page headers.
* Return.

* If STATUS - 'NEXV:
* Accumulate unit information into print holding table.
* If 10 units have been accumulated, print the detail

line on file 16.
e Return.

* If STATUS - 'LAST', print the final detail line and
return.

e. Output

Calls DSYCTL(6) to print headers and format lines for
Report #6.

Writes the detail lines of Report #6.

f. Interfaces

Called by: ANYSRC
MAIN

Calls to: DSICTL (6)

Olt
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g. Arguments .

STATUS -Signifies the sequencing of the detail lines
being written, where

'FRST' - first line printed

'NEXT' - intermediate lines printed

'LAST' - last line printed

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.14 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - DSYNW1

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #1, the Unit Summary Report.

* c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XSUMLVL

d. Processing

The processing of DSYNW1 is described as follows:

- Call DSICTL(1) to print report headers.
" Write the report detail line containing the following:

0 IALL - total number of units processed.

0 TOEFLD - total TOE units filed.

0 NONSKP - total non-units skipped.
, TOESIP - total TOE units skipped.

AUGSKP - total augmented TOE units skipped.
0 TINLSKP - total TDA units skipped.
* PQMSKP - total PC4CUS units skipped.

e. Output

Report #1, the Unit Summary Report.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DS!CTL (1)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.15 Program Description

"" a. Identification

'* Tape Processor - DSYNW2

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #2, the FY Summary Report.

c. Input

Common block XSUMLVL

d. Processing

The processing of DSYNW2 is described as follows:

* Call DSICTL(2) to print report headers.
* Write the report detail line containing the following:

0 Total TAEDP units filed.
0 Total units filed for fiscal year 1 thru 7.

e. Output

Report #2, the Fiscal Year Summary Report.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSICTL (2)

g. Tables and Ite s

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

C.2S
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2.4.16 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - DSYNW3

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #3, the Units Filed Summary
Report. All of the units selected from the TAEDP will be
displayed.

c. Input

Common block XSUMLVL

d. Processing

The processing of DSYNW3 is described as follows:

0 Extract highest value in UNTFY to determine the maximum
number of lines to be printed for any fiscal year on
the report.

• Until all the unit ID's have been printed, print a detail0 line formatted by fiscal year across the page.

e. Output

Report #3, the Units Filed Summary Report.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSICTL

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.17 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - ENCODE (IFY)

b. Functions

This subroutine uses the FORTRAN command 'ENCODE' to extract
the CCT equipment change information from the CHGAMT table
into an equipment change record. This equipment change
record (T-record) will follow the requirements record (B-
record) on the output file.

c. Input

Common blocks XINPUT, XRCD, XSRCDTA, XSRCSAV

d. Processing

The processing of ENCODE is described as follows:

* According to the fiscal year indicated by IFY, place the
equipment change amount on the T-record in the
following positions:

• Year 1: Positions 130-136.
0 Year 2: Positions 146-152.
0 Year 3: Positions 162-168.
0 Year 4: Positions 178-184.
* Year 5: Positions 194-200.
• Year 6: Positions 210-216.
* Year 7: Positions 226-232.

e. Output

* Values are moved to the T-record which is later written
to the CCT Unit File in WRCCT.

f. Interfaces

Called by: CHIIQP

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

IFY -The fiscal year index
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h. Tables and Itan

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4. 18 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - PAGADV

b. Functions

This subroutine advances the printer to a new page after all
of the Tape Processor reports have been written causing the
termination messages to print on a separate page.

This subroutine is called by MAIN and simply contains a
carriage control command for a new page.

No other information is required for this subroutine.

i.

.'

4%
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" ,o 2.4.19 Proqram Description

a. Identification

- Tape Processor - PI1CCT

b. Functions

This subroutine uses the SRC from the TAEDP records to
select those records that appear in the CCT. This will

* select those units proposed for equipment changes during the

seven-year planning period. The other subroutine used to
select records, PIKNEW, matches the unit against a list of
units scheduled for activation during the seven-year
planning period.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRCD, XSRCSAV

d. Processing

'The processing of PIKCCT is described as follows:

* If unit ID has already been rejected, then skip the
record and return.

* If current record type - 'A' and previous type is not
'At:

Check for a unit type of 1.
C&ll CHKSRC to try to match the SRC in the CCT file.

* Return.
* If current record type = 'A' and previous type = 'A':

0 Call CHKSRC to handle record selection.
0 Return.

. If current record type is not 'A' and previous type =
aJ,' 1A 1 :

* Call ANYSRC to see if any of the 'A' records matched
the CCT table. If there was not at least one
match, all other records will be skipped for this
unit.

" Return.
0 If current record type is not 'A' and previous record

type is also not 'A':
• Call CHKEQP to check the equipment records for this

unit.
* Return.

e. Output

J -None.

I-
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- f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

calls to: ANYSRC (*100, *20I)
CHREQP
CHKSRC
DECODE ('A')

4 .

g. Tables and Items

-. .~Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

.2
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2.4.20 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - PIKNEW

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the selection of those units read
from the TAEDP which can be found in the First Year
Activated Unit List.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT, XRCD

d. Processing

The processing of PIKNHI is described as follows:

" If unit ID has previously been rejected, return.

" If unit ID already accepted by previous pass:
0 If record type = 'A', move '11' to position 13 of the

record.
* Call WRRCD (11, *29') to write the record to the newly

activated output file. This will write the 'B' and
'C' records for a selected unit.

* Return.

" , If unit type = 'I':
0 If fiscal year = year of activation, call CHKLST to

try to select unit.
* Call CNTUFY to increment fiscal year counters.
0 Call CNTLVL(5) to increment counter for a TOE unit

filed.
0 Call WRRCD (11, *209) to write the record.
else:
* Preserve unit ID in units skipped table.
* Call CNTLVL (unit type) to increment proper counter.
* Return.

e. Output

Calls WRRCD to write records to the Activated Unit File.
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f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: CHKLST
CNTLVL (5) (TYPUNT)

CNTUFY
DECODE ('A')
WRRCD (11,*)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.21 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - RDRCD (*)

b. Functions

This subroutine reads a TAEDP record (Unit #7) and decodes
the umit ID and record type.

c. Input

" Reads the TAEDP tape file sequentially as Unit #7.
* Common blocks XCONTRL, XRCD

d. Processing

RDRCD simply reads a TAEDP record of 239 characters and
places positions 1-6 in CTLLVL and position 34 in RCDTYP.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

An asterisk represents a numbered return in the calling
routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.

11
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2.4.22 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - RDUNT

b. Functions

This subroutine reads through the user-prepared file of
Aunits scheduled for activation during the seven-year

planning period, the First Year Activated Unit List. Each
S:.unit ID is saved into the table NEWUNT up to a maximum of

1,000 units.

c. Input

Reads the First Year Activated Unit List sequentially as
_ ) Unit #8.

Common block XINPUT

* d. Processing

RDUNT simply creates a table of all units to be activated
(NEWUNT) by reading through the first Year Activated Unit
List. At the end of the file, the total number of unit ID's
read is saved in NNEW, up to a maximum of 1,000.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.23 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - WRCCT (IFILE)

b. Functions

This subroutine writes a T-record to the CCT Unit File. The
T-record contains all of the equipment change amounts for
CCT records.

c. Input

Common block XRCD

d. Processing

WRCCT initially puts header information on the T-record,
including a 'T' in position 34. The record of 239
characters is then written to the CCT Unit File.

e. Output

Writes a 239-character T-record to file 12.

f. Interfaces

Called by: CHKEQP (12)

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

IFILE - The unit number of the output file. Always a value
of 12 for the CCT Unit File.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.24 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - WRHDG (DSYNR)

b. Functions

This subroutine prints the column headings for each of the
six reports generated by the Tape Processor.

c. Input

Common block XINPUT

d. Processing

WRHDG prints the column headings for each Tape Processor
report. Reports 1-5 are written to Unit #6 and Report #6 is
written to Unit #16. Both units are print files.

See the program listings for actual format statements. See
Figures 2-6 through 2-i for sample reports.

e. Output

The printing of the column headings for all six reports is
controlled through this subroutine.

f. Interfaces

Called by: WRTTL

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

DSYNR - The report number (value of 1-6).

h. Tables and Itens

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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- 2.4.25 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - WRN4SG (INDX)

b. Functions

This subroutine will print a warning message for each of the
following four conditions: .

" Number I - CCT changes already in TAEDP.
" Number 2 - Character change quantity frcm CCT not

translatable.
* Number 3 - SRC storage exceeded.
* Number 4 - LIN storage exceeded.

If the input parameter 'WRNPAS' (Warning Bypass) is set to
'NO', a warning condition will immediately abort the
execution of the Tape Processor.

c. Input

Ccmmon blocks XCONTRL, XSRCIMP

d. Processing

The following messages are possible:

* wWARNING I - CCT CHANGES FOR SRC = xxxxxxxxx, LIN =

xxxxxx ALREADY EXIST
This message is no longer utilized.

* -WARNING 2 - EQP CHG QTY FOR SRC = xxxxxxxxx, LIN =

xxxxxx NOT TRANSIATABLE"
This message is generated if the rightmost character of
the CCT change amount cannot be translated frum character
to integer format.

* "WARNING 3 - SRC STORAGE EXCEEDED AT SRC = xxxxxxxxx"

This message is generated if the number of SRC's read
fro the CCT exceeds 1,000.

* WARNING 4 - LIN STORAGE EXCEEDED AT SRC - xxxxxxxxx,
LIN - xxxxxx" This message is generated if more than 30
equipment changes are read for one SRC.

.126
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e. ouatput

The warning messages will be written to the printer.

jf. Interfaces

Called by: CCTLST (3)(4)
XIATE (2)

Calls to: None

go Arguments

INDX - The warning message number (value of 1-4).

h. Tables and Itai

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.26 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor- WRRCD (IFILE, *)

b. Functions

This subroutine writes a selected TAEDP record to the output
file selected by the passed parameter. The record will be
written either to the CCT Unit File, file 12, or the
Activated Unit File, file 11.

c. Input

None.

d. Processing

WRRCD simply writes a 239-character TAEDP record to file 11
- for new activations and writes to file 12 for units affected

by CCT changes.

e. Output

Records are written to output files 11, Activated Unit File
and file 12, CCT Unit Files.* These files are the sole input
files to the File Processor.

f. Interfaces

Called by: ANYSRC (12,*)
CHKEQP (12,*)
PIKNEW (11,*)

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

-. IFILE - Value of 11 or 12 representing the unit number of
the output file.

. A numbered return in the calling routine, represented by
an asterisk.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.27 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor - WRTTL (DSYNR, NPAGE)

b. Functions

This subroutine prints the page header for each of the six
reports generated by the Tape Processor.

c. Input

Common block XINPUT

d. Processing

WRTTL prints the page headings for each Tape Processor
report. Reports 1-5 are written to Unit #6 and Report #6 is
written to Unit #16. The subroutine WRHDG is called to
print the column heading after the page heading has been
printed. The system function ADATE is used to return the
current date and time.

e. Output

The printing of report headings for all six reports is
performed by this subroutine.

f. Interfaces

Called by: DSYCTL

Calls to: WRHDG (report number)

g. Arguments

0 DSYNR - The report number (value of 1-6).
0 NPAGK - The page number.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.4.28 Program Description

a. Identification

Tape Processor- XLATE (CHGNRS, CHGLTR, ICHG, *)

b. Functions

This subroutine translates the least significant digit of

the CCT equipment change quantity fran character format to
integer format and computes the overall change value,
including the sign.

c. Input

Common block XSRCCNT

d. Processing

The processing of XLATE is described as follows:

The change amount (CHGNRS) and change letter (CHGLTR) are
passed to this subroutine. The change letter is converted
as follows:

* A value of P through 9 remains as shown.
* A value of J through R is converted to 10 through 19,

respectively.

The change letter value, once converted, is added to the
change amount and returned to the calling subroutine in the
parameter ICHG.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: CCTLST

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

* CHGNRS - The change amount to be translated.
* CHGLTR - The last significant digit before translation.
0 ICHG -The last significant digit after translation.
0 A numnbered return in the calling routine, represented by

..' Aan asterisk.
. 7.1c
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h. Tables and Items-..•

Please refer to Table 2-2 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5 Proqram Description - File Processor

Subsection 2.5 will contain a description of the main program
for the File Processor and the 23 associated subroutines. Acomplete listing of the programs to be discussed in Subsection

- 2.5 is contained below.

Paragraph Number Program Name

2.5.1 MAIN
2.5.2 ACCUM
2.5.3 CNTLVL
2.5.4 CNTRCD
2.5.5 DECODE
2.5.6 DSYCTL
2.5.7 DSYSH1
2.5.8 DSYSM2
2.5.9 LOADA
2.5.10 LOADB
2.5.11 LOADBO
2.5.12 LOADC
2.5.13 LOADNA
2.5.14 LOADT
24 2.5.15 PAGADV
2.5.16 RDRCDO 2.5.17 SRTMRG
2.5.18 TSTSET
2.5.19 TSTUNT
2.5.20 WRHDG
2.5.21 

WRRCD
2.5.22 WRSKP
2.5.23 WRTTL
2.5.24 XLATE

45M
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A set of figures and tables is provided to assist the reader in
understanding the internal logic of the model. The exhibits begin with

a flow diagram of the File Processor to provide a general understanding
of the system. Other exhibits which follow are meant to provide a more
detailed picture of the logic of the individual data elements and
routines. A description of the purpose of each exhibit is presented
below in the same sequence as the exhibit appears in this subsection.

Figure 2-12. File Processor Flow Diagram

It is recommended that the flow diagram be used as the starting point
for the first time reader in understanding the logic of this pro-
cessor. An attempt has been made to highlight the major functions
performed and explain them in such a manner that a reader totally
unfamiliar with the system could understand. The subsections of 2. 1,
System Description, and 2.3, General Description, should be read first
to obtain an introduction to the purpose of the File Processor. The
flow diagram is annotated with subroutine names wherever possible in
order to link the overall logic of the processor with the individual
functions of each routine.

Figure 2-13. Common Block Cross-Reference (File Processor)

The majority of information is passed between routines via common
blocks. This figure should assist the reader in understanding which
data elements, or blocks of elements, are used in which routines. This
should be especially useful when trying to trace an individual element
throughout the entire processor, or in. cases where a new common block
variable is added. If a new variable is added to a common block, this
table will show immediately which routines will have access to the new
variable.

Table 2-3. Common Block Dictionary (File Processor)

The Common Block Dictionary identifies the individual arrays or
variables defined within each common block. This table will serve as a
useful tool in tracing a specific data element throughout the
processor. The Data Dictionary, described on the following page, is
also useful in describing the function and usage of each common block
element.

Figure 2-14. Program Unit Hierarchy (File Processor)

This figure shows the structure of all the routines within the File
Processor. The processor is comprised of one main program and a series
of subroutines all of which are controlled, directly or indirectly, by
the main p) ram. This chart shows how the processor flows from the
main program though each of the subroutines. Figure 2-14, along with
Figure 2-15, allows the reader to see which routines are called by other
roitines, rather than by the main program.
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Figure 2-15. Subroutine Cross-Reference (File Processor)

The subroutine cross-reference provides an explanation of which routines
control the processing of other routines. On the vertical axis (side of
page), the calling (controlling) routines are showns. The routines
called are shown on the horizontal axis (top of page). A dot in the
appropriate column links the called routine with the controlling
routine.

Table 2-4. Data Dictionary (File Processor)

This table provides a description of every common block element in the
File Processor. This listing includes both variables and arrays and
describes the size, format, uses and purpose of each data element. This
table should be used as the main reference for information on the
purpose, or other characteristics, of a data element.

Figures 2-16 through 2-17, Report Layouts (File Processor)

These figures provide a layout of the reports produced by the File
Processor. These figures will be referenced within individual program
descriptions wherever applicable and provide further information on the
format and content of each report.

All of the above figures and tables are referenced throughout this
Ssubsection. They have all been placed at the f ront of the section for

ease of reference.
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*ACCUN 01 1_

CNTLVL0
CNTRCD I *
DECODE 0 1819
D S Y C T L- - - - - - -

* LOADA.0

LOADS:1LOADBW *I
LOADC 0 0

~LOADNA -----

.54 ~LOADT
14AIN 0
PA GV -

RDRCD0

SRTNRG 0 010
TSTSET ~ @
TSTUNT 0*WRHDG 

60
WRRCD go*0
WRSKP 0
WRTTL0
XLATE 10110 1

COWON BLOCK

Figure 2-13. Cmmn Block Cross-Reference (File Processor)
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.? ~'.Table 2-3. Common Block Dictionary (File Processor)

CQU4ON BLOCK VARIABLE VARIABLES

XASTDTA UICC, LINC, NSNM4, IPEOJ,

LSTECD, LSTLIN, IUNT,
TYPUNT, ACTYR, IFY, IALL,

RCDCPL, CUELIN, NEWSET,
CMD, CMDSET

XINPT ECATE, FRSTFY, DTADTE,
NFYSET, RUNCLS, CCTID,

DTASET, CMDPIK

XECD RECORD

XRMDTA UICB, LIN, LINNM, EEC,
PACE, ACFT, IREQD, CEEQD,
IAUTH, CAUTrH, ERCFY,
CLUMRQD, CTI4ATH, ICHG

XStJALVL TOEFLD, NONSKP, TOESKP,
AUGSKP, ''ASIkP, POMSKP

XSU14RCD IA, IBC, IB, IC, TOEUIC,
TOEBE, TOENI

XUNTDTA UIC, DDE, UNANE, NFY,

*UDAMPL, UMACCSM, USRC,
IED&TE, ILIDATE, UALO,
UALOFY, USCRFY, UDANFY,
EJ4ACFY

NOTE: Refer to Table 2-4 for additional information on File Processor
variables.
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SM

TSTSET

LOAD
* LOADA

ILATE

Figure 2-14. Program Unit Hierarchy (File Processor)
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CALLED ROUTINE

tj ~ ~ a I _ -- 0 L z 0 =0
'X1 X 0 ad &4 -

ACCU14

CNTLVL - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -

CNTRCD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DECODE0
DSYCTL0

DSYSPQ -0- - - - -

0OD 0 0

LOADBP--

LOADT - 01 1 1 1

MNIN 0 190 0000

'I. PAGADY

RDRCD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SRTHRG
TSTSET - - - - - - - - - - - -

TSTUNTI
WRHDG
WRRCD

WRSKP

JAW Figure 2-15. Subroutine cross-Reference (File Processor)
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Table 2-4. Data Dictionary - File Processor
(page 1 of 7 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

ACFT DECODE(I)* N/A Ii Indicates whether an item is
WRRCD (P) aircraft.

-. ACTYR RDRCD(I)* N/A 12 The unit's FY from the
TSTUNT(P) A-record.

AUGSXKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of augmented units
* %.-DSYSM(P,0) skipped.

CAUTH DECODE(I)(P)* 7 Al Last character of
authorized quantity for each
Fiscal Year.

CCTID MAIN(I)* N/A A6 The CCT identifier to be
WRHDG(O) displayed.

CMD RDRCD(I)* N/A A3 The MACOM of the unit.
TSTUNT(P)

CMDPIK MAIN(I)* 13 A3 The 'yes' or 'no' paramaters
TSTUNT(P) used to select units for
WRHDG(O) each of 13 MACCM's.

CMDSET TSTUNT(P)* 13 A3 The 13 MACOM abbreviations,
WRHDG(O) in processing order.

CPROJ DECODE(I)* 7 Al Last character of
projected quantity for
each Fiscal Year.

CRZQD DECODE(I)* 7 Al Last character of
required quantity for
each Fiscal Year.

CTLLVL LOADA(P) N/A A6 The unit ID from the TAEDP.
MAIN(P)
RRCD (I)*
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Table 2-4. Data Dictionary - File Processor
(page 2 of 7 pages)

NAM" SUROUT INE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

CUNATH ACCUM(P)* 7 1 Accumulated amount of
STRMRG(I,O) authorized equipment for a
WRRCD(O) LIN.

CUMPRJ ACCUK(P) 7 1 Accumulated amount of
SR24RG(I,O)* projected equipment for a

WRRCD (0) LIN.

CUMRQD ACCU(P)* 7 1 Accumulated amount of
SR1IRG(I,O) required equipment for a
WRRCD(O) LIN.

CURLIN LOADB(P) N/A A6 The current LIN identifier.
RDRCD(P)*

DTADTE MAIN(I)* N/A AS The TAEDP run date
WRTTL (0) (MM/DD/YY).

DTASET MAIN(I)* N/A A6 The file to be processed;
TSTSET(P) either 'CCTUNT' or 'NEWUNT'.
TSTUNT(P)
WRHDG(P)
WRTTL(P)

EIrTE MAIN(I)* N/A 12 Unit activation year of
TSTUNT (P) interest.
WRHDG(0)

ERC CNTRCD(P) N/A Al Item equipment readiness
DECODE(I,P)* code.

ERCFY ACCUM(P) 7 Al The ERC of a LIN for each
DECODE(P)* FY.
SR-DRG(I,O)
WRCD(0)

FRST'Y LOADA(P) N/A 12 First year of planning
MAIN(I,P)* period.
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Table 2-4. Data Dictionary -File Processor

(page 3 of 7 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPT ION

IA CNTRCD(P)* 400 I Total number of A-records
DSYSM2(O) for each unit (max 400).

IALL CHTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of all units
XLATE (O) processed.

IAUTH ACCUM(P) 7 I Item authorized quantity
DECODE(I)* for each Fiscal Year.

IB CNTRCD(P)* (400x3) I Total number of B-records
DSYSM2(P,O) for each unit, (max 400), by

ERC level (A, B, or C).

IBC CNTRCD(P)* (400x3) I Total number of B-record,
DSYSM2(P,O) C-record pairs for each

unit, (max 400), by ERC
level (A, B, C).

IC CNTRCD(P)* 400 I Total number of C-records
DSYSM2(O) for each unit (max 400).

ICHG ACCUM(P) 7 I Item change amount for each
DECODE(I)* viscal Year.
SR4 RG(1,0)
WRRCD(O)

ZEDATE LOADA(P)* N/A 12 Index value of initial
WRRCD(P) Fiscal Year of unit.

IFY LOADA(P)* N/A 12 Fiscal year index (1-7).
LOADNA(P)

ILDATE LOADA(P)* N/A 12 Unit termination date as
LOADNA(P) assigned. Index value of
WRRCD(P) final Fiscal Year of unit.

IPROJ ACCUM(P) 7 I Item projected on-hand
DECOD(I)* quantity for each Fiscal
WRSKP(O) Year.
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Table 2-4. Data Dictionary - File Processor
(page 4 of 7 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

IREQD ACCUZ(P) 7 I Item required quantity
DECODE(I,P)* for each Fiscal Year.

IUNT CNTLVL(P) N/A 14 Count of TOE units
CNTRCD(P) processed.
LOADA(P)*
SRlRG (I, 0)
WRRCD(O)

LIN DECODE(I)* N/A A6 Item identification code.
LOADB(P)
SRKRG (I,O)
WRRCD(O)
XLATE(O)

LINC DECODE(I)* N/A A6 C-record item identifier.
LOADC (P)
WRSKP(O)
XLATE(O)

LINNN DECODE(I)* N/A A22 Item name on B-record.
SR'R G(I,O)
WRRCD (o)

LSTLIN LOADB(P)* N/A A6 Item code on previous
LOADC(P)* record.
MAIN(P)

LSTRCD LOADA(P)* N/A Al -ne record type of previous
LOADB(P) record.
LOADC(P)
LOADNA(P)
MAIN(P)

LTR MAIN(P) N/A Al Record letter of current
RDRCD (I)* record.

NWESET LOADB(P)* N/A Al Flag to indicate first
LOADNA(P)* B-record of a unit.
MAIN(P)
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Table 2-4. Data Dictionary -File Processor
(page 5 of 7 pages)

NAME SUBROuINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPT!ION

NFY DECODE(I)* N/A 12 Fiscal Year on current
LOADA(P) A-record.
LOADA(P)

NF7SET LOADA(P) 7 I The seven fiscal years of
LOADNA(P) the planning period,
MAIN(P)* expressed as the last two

SRTKRG(I,O) digits of the year.
WRRCD(O)

NONSKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of non-items skipped.
DSYSK1 (P,O)

NSNMU DECODE(I)* N/A A22 C-record item name.
WRSXP (0)

PACR DECOD(I)* 7 I The pacing indicator for
WRRCD(P) each fiscal year, added to

the B-record by the LEA.

P]MSKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of PQMCUS units
DSYSMI(P,O) skipped.

RCDCPL LOADB(P) N/A II Flag for B-record, C-record
LOADBO(P) pairings (W-not paired,
LOADC(P) * 1-paired).
MAIN(P)

RECORD DECODE (I) N/A A239 TAEDP record from Tape
RDRCD (I) * Processor.
TSTSET(P)

RUNCLS MAIN(I)* N/A A12 Run classification (spelled
WRTTL(O) out).

SKPLVL LOADA(P)* N/A A6 ID of unit to be skipped.
MAIN(P)

TtSKP CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of TDA units skipped.
DSYSMI(P,O)
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Table 2-4. Data Dictionary - File Processor
(page 6 of 7 pages)

NAME SiBROU!INE SIZE FMT DESCRIEPTION

TORBR CNTLVL(P)* 400 A2 Unit branch of filed unit
DSYS2 (O) (max 400).

TOEFLD CNTLVL(P)* N/A 14 Count of TOE units output.
DSYSE1(P,O)
DSYSM2(P)

TOENK CNTLVL(P)* 400 A21 Unit name of filed unit
DSYSK2(O) (max 400).

TOESKP CNTLVL (P) * N/A 14 Count of TOE units skipped.
DSYSM1 (P,O)

, TOEUIC CNTLVL(P)* 400 A6 Unit ID of filed unit
DSYSK2 (O) (max 400).

TYPUNT LOADA(P) N/A Ii A-record unit type.
RDRCD (I) *

UaL DECODE(I)* N/A II Unit Authorized Level of
-' SR2KRG (I,O) Organization.1WRRCD(O)

UBR CNTLVL(P) N/A A2 Unit Branch.
DECODE (I)*
SR!2RG (1, 0)

WRRD (O)

UVRMPL DECODE(I)* N/A 15 Unit DAMPL (priority).
SRTKRG (I,O)
WRIRCD (0)

* UIC CNTLVL(P) N/A A6 Unit ID code (A-record).
DECODE(I)"
SRURG(I,O)
WRRCD(o)

UIB DECODE(I)* N/A A6 Unit ID code (B-record).
,XATE (o)
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Table 2-4. Data Dictionary -File Processor

(page 7 of 7 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

UICC DECO(I)* N/A A6 Unit ID code (C-record).
$ WRSKP(0)

XLTE(O)

UNAC(K DECODE(I)* N/A 12 Unit Command.
SRKRG(1,0)
WRCD(O)

UNAME CNTLVL(P) N/A A21 Unit Name.
DECOD(I)*
SRMRG(I,O)
WRRCD (0)

USRC DECODE(I)* N/A A9 Unit SRC.
SRLIRG(I,O)

,4'I WRRCD(O)

Note: The letter (P, I, 0) next to the subroutine names denotes the
usage of the table as follows.

(P) - processing
(I) - input
(0) - output

* An asterisk occurring to the right of the routine name
indicates that the table is originated by that routine.

Note: The letter (A, I) in the format column of the table denotes the
array characteristics as follows:

(A) - alphanumeric
(I) - integer
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74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 5

EDATE MODEL FILE PROCESSOR PAGE 1
DISPLAY FP-NEW-1 DATA DATE: TESTDATA

UNIT SUMMARY REPT DATE: 07/25/83

,.H** UNCLASSIFIED *****

UNITS ACTIVATED IN FY 82

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
UNITS TOE NON TOE AUG TOE DA POM

READ FILED SKIPPED SKIPPED SKIPPED SKIPPED SKIPPED

19 3 0 16 0 0 0

Figure 2-16. Report #1, File Processor Unit Summary
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_.2.5.1 Program Description

a. •Identification

File Processor - MAIN

b. Functions

This program controls the processing of the File
Processor. The functions performed include reading the Run
Control Parameters input by the user, reading the files
produced by the Tape Processor, processing the records and
writing them to seven fiscal year files. At the end of the
process, the files are sorted and concatenated to a single
file.

c. Input

This program requires the following files as inputs:

Run Control Parameter Files; Unit #2.
New Activation Run (MTOE*FPICTL01).

* CCT Run (MTOE*FP1CTLg2).
Activated Unit File (MTOE*TPINEW40); Unit #7
CCT Unit File (TOE*TP1CCT0%); Unit #7

* Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT.

Note: More detailed information on these files is contained in
subsection 3.3, Data Base.

d. Processing

The processing of MAIN is described as follows:

" Begin File Processor.
* Read user-input Run Control Parameters (Unit #2) for

dataset selection, first fiscal year, data creation
date and run classification.

* If 'NE1qUNT' data file is selected, read the next record
from Unit #2 for the EDATE;

Else, if 'CCTUNT' data file is selected, read the CCTID
and the 'YES' or 'NO' values for each of the 13
MACC's (Major Command),

Else, abort processing due to invalid parameter.
* Read the TAEDP record from the selected file.
* If first read, check positions 13 or 14 to verify file.
0 If record not a TOE unit (type - 1) skip record.
* If record type (position 34) - 'A' then call LOADA else

call LOADNA. If LOADA is called, no further
processing will take place for this record. All of
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the commands found below up until the report summaries
are only applicable for non 'A' records.

0 If record type - 'B' call LOADB.
0 If record type - 'C' call LOADC.
* If record type - 'T' call LOADT.
0 Call LOAESB to complete processing of a 'B' record for

the last record on the file.
0 Call STNIRG to sort seven fiscal year files into one

output file.
0 Call DSYSMI and DSYSM2 to produce summary reports.

e. Output

The following outputs are produced by the File Processor:

* Report #1, File Processor Unit Summary; refer to Figure
2-16 for sample.

* Report #2, File Processor TAEDP Record Summary; refer to
Figure 2-17 for sample.

* Selected Units File
* CCT File (MTOEFPIPIK40)
* New Activation (MTOE*FPIPIK41)

* Skipped Items File

* CCT File (MTOE*FP1SKP40)
* New Activation (MOE*FPSKP41)

f. Interfaces

Called by: None.

Calls to: ACCUM (F)
DBYSM 1
DSYEK2
LOADA (*)
LOADS (*)
LOADC (M)
LOADNA (*)
LOADT (*)
PAGADV
RDRCD (*)
SRfRG
TSTSET

q. Tables and Item

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.2 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - ACCUM (INDX)

b. Functions

This subroutine accumulates the requirements data from the
B-records and the assets data from the C-records into tables
for each LIN by fiscal year.

c. Input

Common blocks XASTDTA, XRQMDTA

d. Processing

The processing of ACCUM is described as follows:

" If INDX - 0, then clear out all tables to zero.
" If INDX - 1, then return.
* If INDX - 2, then accumulate requirements data:

* Accumulate the quantity of equipment required for all
seven years into CUMRQD(I).

* Accumulate the quantity of equipment authorized for
all seven years into CUKATH(I).

* If INDX - 3, then accumulate all asset data (IPROJ) from
the C-record, for all seven years into the CUMPRJ
table.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LOADB
LOADB
LOADC
MAIN

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

rNDX - A designation of the record type, assists in tracking

record placement within a unit.
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h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.3 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - CNTLVL (ITYPE)

b. Functions

This subroutine counts the number of TOE units, augmented
TOE units and TDA units read from the Tape Processor file.
An argument is passed to this subroutine for the unit
type. The function of this subroutine is similar to the
subroutine of the same name in the Tape Processor.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XSUMLVL, XSUMRCD, XUNTDTA

d. Processing

The processing of CNTLVL is described as follows:

0 If unit type - 0, add I to non-units skipped.
. If unit type - 1, add 1 to TOE units skipped.

* If unit type - 2, add I to augmented units skipped.* If unit type - 3, add 1 to TDA units skipped.
* If unit type - 4, add 1 to PCMCUS units skipped.
* If unit type 5:

* Add I to TOE units filed.
" Store unit ID in TOEUIC table.
* Store BR unit identifier in TOEBR table.
* Store unit name in TOENM table.

All of the above three tables are indexed by the subscript
IUNT set in the LOADA routine.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LOADA (TYPUNT)(5)(1)

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

ITYPE - The unit type of the Tape Processor TAEDP record.
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h. Thbles and Itms

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.

771
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2.5.4 Program Description

a. Identification

A% File Processor - CNTRCD (ITYPE)

b. Functions

This subroutine counts the number of 'A,' 'B,' and
'B with C' records filed as well as the number of 'C'
records skipped for each TOE unit processed.

c. Input

* * Ccmnv n blocks XCONTRL, XRQMDTA, XSUMRCD

d. Processing

The processing of CNTRCD is described as follows:

* If ITYPE - 1, add 1 to A-records filed.
0 If ITYPE = 2, add 1 to B and C ccmbinations filed.
0 If ITYPE - 3, add 1 to B-records filed.
- If ITYPE = 4, add I to C-records skipped.

(All of the above tables are subscripted by ERC within
unit index. )

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LOADA (I
LOADB (2)(3)
LOADBJ9 (2)(3)
LOADC (4)

-.. Calls to: None

g. Arguments

ITYPE - The unit type of the Tape Processor TAEDP record.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.5 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - DECODE (ITYPE)

b. Functions

This subroutine utilizes the FORTRAN command DECODE to move
certain positions of either the A, B, C, or T record into
common block variables or tables.

c. Input

Common blocks XASTDTA, XRCD, XRQKDTA, XUNTDTA

*d. Processing

The processing of DECODE is described as follows:

0 If ITYPE - 1, extract the following f ields f rom the
A-record:

*UIC (Unit ID): positions 1-6.
* tIACOK (Major Command): positions 7-12.
*NY (Fiscal Year): positions 46-47. 0
*UDAI4PL (Priority): positions 65-69.
*UNAHE (Unit Name): positions 124-144.

4 * UR (Branch Number): positions 166-167.
*USRC (Standard Requirements Code): positions 185-193.
*UALO (Authorized Level of Organization): position

194.

Return.
*If ITYPE - 2, extract the following f ields from the

B-records:
4 *UICB (Unit ID): positions 1-6.

*LIN (Equipment ID): positions 13-18.
*ERC (Equipment Readiness Code): position 21.
PAC (Pacing Identifiers): positions 22-28.
ACFT (Aircraft Identification): position 29.

*LINNM (Equipment Name): positions 36-57.
SIREQD (Quantity of LIN Required):

positions 63-65. occurs
CREQD (Last position of IREQD): 7 times

position 66. i same
AUTH (Quanity of LIN authorized): uence

positions 70-72.
SCAUTH (Last position of IAUTH):

p o sitio n 73. 'Asia-
Return.
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Note: XIATE is called to convert IREQD and IAUTH. If amount
required for each year is greater than zero, the ERC is
preserved in a table indexed by year.

0 If ITYPE = 3, extract the following C-record fields:
0 UICC (Unit ID): positions 1-6.
0 LINC (Equipment ID): positions 13-18.
* NSNNM (Equipment Name): positions 36-57.
- IPROJ (Amount Projected): positions 121-123. (occurs
0 CPROJ (Last position of IPROJ): position 124. 7 times)
Return

. If ITYPE = 4, extract the seven CCT change amounts from
the T-record. Return.

e. Output

None. "

f. Interfaces

Called by: LOADA (1)
LOADB (2)
LOADC (3)
LOADT (4)

0 g. Arguments

ITYPE - The unit type of the Tape Processor TAEDP record.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.6 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - DSYCTL (DSYNR)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the formatting of the detail lines

in the two reports generated by the File Processor. The
lines are grouped into blocks, and the number of lines per
block and the number of blocks per page are established
separately for each report.

c. Input

None.

d. Processing

The processing of DSYCTL is described as follows:

* If the report number has changed since the previous call,
print the headers for the first page of the report.
Return.

0 Group the lines into blocks and skip a line between each
block.

* Group the blocks on the page and write a new page when
the maximum number of blocks has been written.

* Return.

e. Output

Calls WRTTL to print the report headers.

f. Interfaces

4 Called by: DSYSM1 (1)
DSYS42 (2)

Calls to: WRTTL (report number)

g. Arguments

DSYNR - The report number (values of 1-4).

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary. -Fl
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2.5.7 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - DSYS41

b. Functions

This subroutine displays the results of the File Processor

by showing summary totals of the units processed.

c. Input

Common block XSUMLVL

d. Processing

The processing of DSYSM1 is described as follows:

0 Compute the total number of units processed.
0 Call DSYSCTL(1) to print the page header.
0 Write the totals of all the counters accumulated in the

subroutine CNTLVL.
- Return.

e. Output

Prints Report #1, File Processor Unit Summary.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSYCTL (1)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.8 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor- DSYSK2

b. Functions

This subroutine displays the results of the File Processor
by summarizing the requirements and assets records and
comparing the counts of the two record types.

c. Input

Common blocks XSUMLVL, XSUMRCD

d. Processing

The processing of DSYSM2 is described as follows:

0 For each unit:

* Compute ITOTA as the total number of items where the
ERC - A.

C Compute ITOTB as the total number of items where the
ERC - B.

C Compute PCTA as the percentage of the requirements
records filed which also had an assets record for
ERC - A.

C Compute PCTB as the same as PCTA for an ERC - B.
C Write the unit ID, unit BR, unit name, total A-

records, total B with C-records, total B-records
and percentage computed above for each ERC.

e Output

Prints Report #2, File Processor TAEDP Record Summary.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSYCTL (2)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.9 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - LOADA (*)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the processing of all of the
A-records from the Tape Processor output file.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT, XUNTDTA

d. Processing

The processing of LOADA is described as follows:

0 If record is part of current A-record set:
. If unit ID is the same as previous record (i.e.,

consider the case of two sets of A-records
following each other with no B- or C-records):

0 Call DECODEM() for A-record extract.
* Call CNTRCD(1) to increment record counters.
* Return 1.

* Else, if unit ID has changed, close out processing of
previous A-record set and start processing new set
as in LOADNA case.

* If unit ID is not '1', skip unit and return.
* Call TSTUNT to check if the unit is to be selected. if

selected, then return, else, return 1.
0 If unit selected:

* Call LOADB# to close out unccmpleted B-records.
" Call DECODEM) for A-record extract.
" Call CNTLVL(5) and CNTRCD(1).
* Return 1.

0 If unit not selected:

0 Call CNTLVL(1).
* Return 1.

e. Output

None.
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f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: CNTLVL (TYPUNT)(5)(1).
CNTRCD (1)

DECODE (1)
LOADBg
TSTUNT (*, *)

g. Arguments

* - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.10 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - LOADB (*)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the processing of all of the B-
records from the Tape Processor output file.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRQMDTA

d. Processing

The processing of LOADB is described as follows:

* If present B-record is for same LIN as previous record:
e Call DECODE(2) to extract fields for B-record.

Call ACCUM(2) to accumulate requirements data.
* Return 1.

* Present record is now for a new LIN.
* Call WRRCD to write the record for the previous LIN.
• If last LIN had requirements and assets records, then

call CNTRCD(2).
* If last LIN had only a requirements record, then call

CNTRCD (3).
* Call DECODE(2) and ACCUM(2).
* Return 1.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: ACCUM (2)(9)
CNTRCD (2)(3)
DECODE (2)

WRRCD

g. Arguments

* - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.
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h. Tables and Itms

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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..- " 2;5.11 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - LOADB#

b. Functions

This subroutine completes the processing of records left
unfinished due to the transition to a new set of unit
records.

c. Input

Common block XCONTRL

d. Processing

The processing of LOADBO is described as follows:

0 If first call to LOADBJ, ignore and return.
* Call WRRCD to write the record for previous LIN.
* If last LIN had both requirements and assets records,

call CNTRCD(2), else call CNTRCD(3).
* Return.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LOADA
MAIN

Calls to: ACCUM (F)
CNTRCD (2)(3)
WRRCD

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.12 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - LOADC (*)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the processing of all of the
C-records from the Tape Processor output file.

c. Input

Common blocks XASTDTA, XCONTRL

d. Processing

The processing of LOADC is described as follows:

* Call DECODE(3) to extract C-record fields.
* If LIN has not changed:

0 Set record couple flag (RCDCPL) to 1.

* Call ACCUM(3).
0 If LIN has changed:

* Call WRSKP to write this C-record to the Skipped Items
File since no corresponding B-record exists.

0 Call CNTRCD(4).
* Return 1.

e. Output

Calls WRSIP to write a record to the Skipped Items File.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: ACCUM (3)
CNTRCD (4)
DECODE (3)
WRSKP

g. Arguments

• - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.13 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - LOADNA (*)
b. Functions

This subroutine is utilized to close out the processing of
the seven A-records for each unit whenever the first B-
record is reached.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT, XUNTDTA

d. Processing

The processing of LOADNA is described as follows:

0 If the previous record was non-A, return 1; else, set
NEWSET-1 to initialized non-A string of records.

0 If the last A-record was the final fiscal year, set

e Output ILMTE to 7 and retarn 1.

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

* - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Itens

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.14 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - LOADT (*)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the processing of the -T-record
containing the CCT change amounts. The routine DECODE is
called to extract the amounts from the record and move them
to tables.

c. Input

None.

d. Processing

The only statement in this subroutine is to call DECODE(4).

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DECODE (4)

g. Arguments

* - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.15 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - PAGADV

b. Functions

This subroutine advances the printer to a new page after all
of the File Processor reports have been written so that the
termination messages will print on a separate page.

This subroutine is called by MAIN and contains only a
carriage control command to advance the printer to a new
page.

No other information is required for this subroutine.
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2.5.16 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - RDRCD (* )

b. Functions

This subroutine reads and extracts information from the
input file for all units to identify values utilized in
record selection.

c. Input

" Reads the selected input file, either the Activated Unit
File or the CCT Unit File, as Unit #7.

* Common blocks XCONTRL, XRCD.

d. Processing

0 Read a TAEDP record of 239 characters.

• Extract the unit ID and letter (A, B, or C).
• If record type (letter) = A, then extract the values for

command, fiscal year and unit type.
* If record type - B, extract the LIN value.
* Return.
0 At EOF, return 1.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

* Called by: MAIN

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

* - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.17 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - SRTIRG

b. Functions

This subroutine will sort the seven fiscal year files in
inverse DAMPL (priority) sequence and concatenate them into
one file. This sort will allow the units with the highest
priority to be uprated by the Assessment Processor first.

c. Input

* The sorted fiscal year file is temporarily saved on Unit
#21 and is used as output from the sort and input to
the Selected Units File, the File Processor output
file.

9 Common blocks XASTDTA, XCONTRL, XINPUT, XRQMDTA, XUNTDTA.

i' d. Processing

The processing of SRTIRG is described as follows:

0 For each of the seven fiscal year files (Unit #11 through

* #17), execute FSORT to sort the file and write it to a
temporary file on Unit #21. The sorting sequence of
each fiscal year file is as follows:

- Inverse DAMPL.
* Ascending unit ID.
* Ascending ERC.
* Ascending equipment ID.

• Write the sorted, concatenated file to the File Processor
output file (Unit #20).

e. Output

The Selected nits File is created.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: FSORT (Fortran Sort Utility)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5. 18 Progrm Description

a. Identification

File Processor - TSTSET

b. Functions

This subroutine will check either position 13 or position 14
of the input record for a value to correspond with the
dataset run control parameter entered by the user.

c. Input

Common blocks XINPUT, XRCD

d. Processing

The processing of TSTSET is described as follows:

0 If dataset is -NEWUNT position 13 must be 1.

0 If dataset is 'CCTUNT' position 14 must be 1.

* If the above ccoparison is not true, then STOP RUN of
File Processor.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.19 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - TSTUNT (*, *)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the selection of the input records
based on the input parameter value selected by the user.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT

d. Processing

The processing of TSTUNT is described as follows:

0 If dataset is 'NEWUNT' and fiscal year of first
A-record = user-input EDATE then return 1 to symbolize
selection; else, return 2 to symbolize rejection of
record.

0 If dataset is 'CCTUNT' and the command (MACOM) specified
on the record is flagged as 'YES' in the Run Control
Parameter file then return 1, else return 2.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LOADA

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

The two asterisks represent numbered returns in the calling
routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.20 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - WRHDG (DSYNR)

b. Functions

This subroutine writes the column headings for the report
specified in the argument passed.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XINPUT

d. Processing

The processing of WRHDG is described as follows:

0 If the Activated Unit File is used, then print the
effective date (EDATE).

0 If the CCT Unit File is used, then print the 13 command
(MACC) parameters.

0 If report number (DSYNR) - 1, write the column headings
for the Unit Summary report- else, if report number =

*2, write the column heading for the TAEDP Record
Summary report.

e. Output

This routine prints the column headings for the two File
Processor reports, the Unit Summary and the TAEDP Record
Summary.

f. Interfaces

Called by: WRTTL

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

DSYNR - The report number (value of 1-4).

*i h. Tables and Items

I Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.21 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - WRRCD

b. Functions

This subroutine writes combined A-record and B-record data
to a set of fiscal year files. The data items particular to
each year are indexed by the fiscal year (I). These files
are later sorted and combined into one file in the
subroutine SRIRG.

c. Input

Common blocks XASTDTA, XCONTRL, XINPUT, XRQMDTA, XUNTDTA

d. Processing

The processing of WRRCD is described as follows:

0 For fiscal year index range (normally 1 through 7):
.. *-* Write the individual file record for the current

indexed year. This record is composed of both unit
items from the A-record and the individual LIN
items from the B-records for that LIN.

e. Output

Seven temporary fiscal year files (numbers 11 through 17)
are created by this routine. In SRTRG these seven files
are merged into one output file, the Selected Units File.

See Section 3.3, Data Base for further information on the
format of the file.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LOADB
LOADBO

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.22 Proqram Description

a. Identification

File Processor - WRSKP

b. Functions

This subroutine writes C-records to a separate file in those
instances where there was no corresponding B-records. The
subroutine WRUNT is used to write a unit information record
to this file to be associated with the C-record.

c. Input

.,

Common block XASTDTA

d. Processing

The sole function of WRSKP is to write a record to file
#10. This record contains the unit ID, equipment ID,
equipment name and projected amounts of equipment.

e. Output

This routine writes a record to file #10 (69 characters in
length).

f. Interfaces

Called by: LOADC

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.23 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor -WRTTL (DSYNR, NPAE)

b. Functions

This subroutine prints the header of each File Processor

report.

C. Input

Common block XINPUT

d. Processing

The processing of WRTTL is described as follows:

0 Write the run classification entered as a Run Control
Parameter at the bottom of each page.

• Write the report header for the appropriate dataset used
and the report number requested.

e. Output

This routine prints the page headings and footings on all
File Processor reports.

f. Interfaces

Called by: DSYCTL

Calls to: WRHDG (report number)

g. Arguments

* DSYNR - The report number (value of 1-4).
• NPAGE - The page number of the report.

%1

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.5.24 Program Description

a. Identification

File Processor - XLATE (INDX, IQUAN, CHR)

b. Functions

This subroutine translates the least significant digit of
the equipment quantities from character to integer for each
fiscal year. If no conversion is achieved, move a value of
-1 to the quantity and print an appropriate error message.

c. Input

Common blocks XASTDTA, XCONTRL, XINPUT, XRQMDTA

d. Processing

The processing of MATE is described as follows:

0 For each fiscal year index of the quantity, search the
table 'REF' for a match on the least significant digit
and convert it to a number. If no match is found,
move a -1 to the quantity and print an error message.

0 If more than 100 translation errors are encountered, STOP

PROCESSING.

e. Output

An error message for a negative LIN value will be printed if
translation of the least significant digit is unsuccessful.

f. Interfaces

, Called by: DECODE

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

* INDX -An index flag.
* IQUAN - The quantity to be translated.
* CHR - The least significant digit.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-4 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6 Program Description - Assessment Processor

Subsection 2.6 will contain a description of the main program
for the Assessment Processor and the 38 associated
subroutines. A complete listing of the programs to be discussed
in subsection 2.6 is contained below.

Paragraph Number Program Name

2.6.1 MAIN
2.6.2 BALBUF
2.6.3 BLDFIL
2.6.4 CLRBUF
2.6.5 DSYEUF
2.6.6 DSYCT%'T
2.6.7 DSYCT1
2.6.8 DSYCT2
2.6.9 DSYCT3
2.6.10 DSYINP
2.6.11 DSY 1
2.6.12 DSYSM2
2.6.13 DSYS3.
2.6.14 DSYSM4
2.6.15 DSYWS*1~2.6.16 DSYXF1

ON 2.6.17 D-YXF2
2.6.18 FILEBC

*2.6.19 FILEWS
2.6.20 FRQCNT
2.6.21 GNBUF
2.6.22 IOCTL
2.6.23 LINTST
2.6.24 PAGADV
2.6.25 PIKUNT
2.6.26 RDRCD
2.6.27 RDWS
2.6.28 SAVID
2.6.20 SAVRTG

. 2.6.30 TBLQrY
2.6.31 TBIRTG

2.6.32 UIC RTG
*2.6.33 UICTST

2.6.34 UTRATE
2.6.35 WRCLS
2.6.36 WRHDG
2.6.37 WRRCD
2.6.38 WRTTL
2.6.39 XFRDTA
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A set of figures and tables is provided to assist the reader in
understanding the internal logic of the model. The exhibits begin with
a flow diagram of the Assessment Processor to provide a general
understanding of the system. Other exhibits which follow are meant to
provide a more detailed picture of the logic of the individual data
elements and routines. A description of the purpose of each exhibit is
presented below in the same sequence as the exhibit appears in this
subsection.

Figure 2-18. Assessment Processor Flow Diagram

It is recommended that the flow diagram be used as the starting point
for the first time reader in understanding the logic of this pro-
cessor. An attempt has been made to highlight the major functions
performed and explain then in a manner that a reader totally unfamiliar
with the system could understand. The subsections of 2. 1, System
Description, and 2.3, General Description, should be read first to
obtain an introduction to the purpose of the Assessment Processor. The
flow diagram is annotated with subroutine names wherever possible to
link the overall logic of the processor with the individual functions of
each routine.

Figure 2-19. Common Block Cross-Reference (Assessment Processor)

The majority of information is passed between routines via common
blocks. This figure should assist the reader in understanding which
data elements, or blocks of elements, are used in which routines. This
should be especially useful when trying to trace an individual element
throughout the entire processor, or in cases where a new common block
variable is added. If a new variable is added to a common block, this

table will show immediately which routines will have access to the new
variable.

Table 2-5. Common Block Dictionary (Assessment Processor)

The Common Block Dictionary identifies the individual arrays or
variables defined within each common block. This table will serve as a
useful tool in tracing a specific data element throughout the
processor. The Data Dictionary, described on the following page, is
also useful in describing the function and usage of each common block
element.

Figure 2-20. Program Unit Hierarchy (Assessment Processor)

This figure shows the structure of all the routines within the
Assessment Processor. The processor is comprised of one main program
and a series of subroutines, all of which are controlled, directly or
indirectly, by the main program. This chart shows how the processor
flows from the main program though each of the subroutines.
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Figure 2-20, along with Figure 2-21, allows the reader to see which
routines are called by other routines, rather than by the main program.

Figure 2-21. Subroutine Cross-Reference (Assessment Processor)

The subroutine cross-reference provides an explanation of which routines
control the processing of other routines. On the vertical axis (side of
page), the calling (controlling) routines are showns. The routines
called are shown on the horizontal axis (top of page). A dot in the

. appropriate column links the called routine with the controlling
routine.

Table 2-6. Data Dictionary (Assessment Processor)

This table provides a description of every common block element in the
Assessment Processor. This listing includes both variables and arrays
and describes the size, format, uses and purpose of each data element.
This table should be used as the main reference for information on the
purpose, or other characteristics, of a data element.

Figures 2-22 through 2-33, Report Layouts (Assessment Processor)

* These figures provide a layout of the reports produced by the Assessment
processor. These figures will be referenced within individual program
descriptions wherever applicable and provide further information on the

format and content of each report.

All of the above figures and tables are referenced throughout this
subsection. They have all been placed at the front of the section for
ease of reference.

4

...
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BALBUF 01~~

BLDFIL 10
CLRBUF 0
D SYBUF 0 0
DSYCn -- - -

DSYCTI 0:
DSYCT2 0
OSYCT30

DSYIFp

OSYSN2

OSYSE 0

DsYJS 19

DSYXPI 0 *1 -

DSYXF2 00-
FILEUC 0
FILEWS 00

SGEUF 0 4

IOCTI 0
LINTST0 0
14AIN 0 0 0
PAGADY
PIKUNT -@

RORCO

ROWS
SAVID 00 -

SAVRTG 5*
* TBLQTY

TBLRITi
UICRTG I -

UICTST 0106*i
URATE0
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* RRCD @0 0 1

WRTTL 0 0
XFRD TA0
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Table 2-5. Cammon Block Dictionary (Assessment Processor)

COIMON BLOCK VARIABLE VARIABLE

X13UFR BrJFCOD, BUFNAJ4, IBUF1,
IBUF2, IBUF3, IBtPEN,
BUFUIC, IFYDSY

XCONTRL FRSITY, RCYNCLS, WFYSET,
ASOF, EDATE, DTASET,
C4I2SET, CMDPIK, CCTID, RUNTYP,
DTADTE

XCOUNTICNT, FRQ

XDSYWTH WIDTH

XIOFILE RDFILE, WRFILE, RTGSYN

XIIYADTA LINI, LINtOE, ERC, PACR, ACFT,

IREQDI IAUTH, ICHG, I PROG,
LINRTG, FIXSYM, QTYSGN,
ADJQTY, RTGSGN, ADJRTG

XRSULTS NUIC, CODE, TEXT, QUAL,
'4' ALOFY, IRATCB, POOLID

XRTGCTL NP, NT, RTGPAS, PASKAX,
ICRATG, SYMBOL

XSELCT BR, DPJ4PL, MACC.4, ALO, SRC,
PIKLVL, TGTLVL

XUNTDTA IVOLNR, NFY, UIC, LZ R,
UICMO, DTADTE, UDAMPL,
U14ACON, USRC, UALLO, UErDLTE,
INDXFY

* :- NOTE: Refer to Table 2-6, Data Dictionary for additi. ... information on
Assessmnt Processor variables.
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary - Assessment Processor
(page 1 of 10 pages)

NAME SUROUTINE SIZE PW. DESCRIFTION

ACFT LINTST(P) N/A Al Indicates whether an item is
RDRCD(I)* Aircraft.
TBLQTY(P)
TBLRTG (P)
UICRTG(P)
WRRCD (O)

ADJQTY BALBUF(P)* N/A 13 The hold area for the equip-
CLRBUF(P) ment amount to be up-rated
DSYXF1(I,P) or down-reted
DSYXF2 (I,P)
GEMUF(P)*
RDRCD (I)
UICTST(P)*
WRRCD(0)

ADJRTG LINTST(P)* N/A Ii The hold area for the rating
RDRCD(I)* of the item.
UICTST(P)
WRRCD (0)

ALO DSYINP(O)* 2 A The unit selection
MAIN(I) parameters for ALO; one for
PIKUNT(P) uprate selection, one for
WRHDG (0) downrate selection.

ALOY DSYCT2(0) (400x7) I ALO for each year for unit
DSYSa4(O) to be printed on report.
SAVID(P)*

ASO WRTTL(O)* N/A A6 Date of TAEDP data stored in
code.

BR DSYINP(O,P) 2 A2 The unit selection parameter
MAIN(I)* for Branchl one for uprate
PIKUNT (P) selection, one for downrate
WRHDG(O) selection.
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary -Assessment Processor
(page 2 of 10 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPT ION

BtFCOD BALBUF(P) (400x7) A6 The unit ID of each

CLRBUF(P) equipment item placed
DSYBUF(O)* in the buffer.
GEtMUF (P)

BUFNAM DSYBUF(O) (400x7) A24 The unit name of each
GENBUF(P)* equipment item placed in the

buffer.

BUFUIC BALBUF(P)* (400x7) A6 The last unit ID that
CLRBUF(P) satisfies the equipment

shortage held in the buffer.

CCTID 14AIN(I)* N/A A6 The CCT identifier for
WRHDG(O) display.

CHDPIK KAIN(I)* 13 A3 The 'YES' or 'NO' parameters

WRHDG(O) used to select units for
each of 13 MACOK's.

CMDSET WRHDG(O)* 13 A3 The MACOM abbreviations in
processing order.

CODE DSYCT1(0) 400 A6 The unit ID of each reported
DSYCT2(O) unit in TAEDP sequence.
DSYS3 (0)
DSYS4(O)

DSYWS (O)
FILEBC(O)
FILEWS(O)
SAVID(P)*

DANPL DSYINP(O) (2x2) I The DAMPL priority range
KAIN(I)* selection parameter; one
PIKUNT(P) pair (high and low values)

for uprate, one pair (high
and low values) for
downrate.

DTADTZ MAIN(I)* N/A A6 The TAEDP run date.
.RTTL(O)
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary - Assessment Processor
(page 3 of 10 pages)

NAME SUBROUT INE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

DTASET MAIN(I,P)* N/A A8 The TAEDP run date.
. WRTTL(P)

EITE MAIN(I)* N/A 12 Year of unit activation.
WRHDG (0)

ERC RDRCD(I)* N/A Al Item equipment readiness
UICRTG (P) code.
WRRCD (O)

FRQ DSYSM2(O) (6x7) A The percentage frequency
FRQCNT(P)* distribution of unit ratings

for each Fiscal Year (six
possible values).

FRSTFY BLDFIL(P) N/A 12 First year in planning
MAIN (I, P) * period.
UICTST(P)

IAUITH RDRCD(I)* N/A 14 Item authorized quantity.
WRRCD (o)

IBUF1 DSYBUF(O) (400x2x7) I Item quantities required and
GENBUF(P)* number of units involved

(max 400) for each Fiscal
Year.

IBUF2 BALBUF(P)* (400x2x7) I Item quantities available
DSYBUF(O) and number of units involved

(max 400) for each Fiscal
Year.

IBUF3 BALBUF(P) (400x7) I Difference (buffer balance)
CLRBUF(P) between IBUFi and IBUF2 for
GENBUF(P)* each unit and FY.

IBUFEN BALBUF(P) 7 I The length of the buffer for
CLRBUF(P) each FY.
DSYBUF(P)
GEBUF(P)*
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(page 4 of 10 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

ICHG RDRCD(I)* N/A 14 Item change quantity.
UICRTG(P)
WRCD(O)

ICNT DSYSM1(O) (6x7) I Count of number of unit
FRQCNT(P)* ratings for each year (six

possible types).

ICRATG SAVRTG(P) N/A Ii Unit C-rating.
TBLRTG(P)
UPATE(P)*

IFYDSY DSYBUF(P)* N/A 12 Fiscal year index for
DSYXF1 (P)* display.

j .~ DSYXF2(P)*
WRHDG(P)

INDCFY SAVID(P)* N/A 12 Fiscal year index.
SAVRTG (P)

IPROJ LINTST(P)* N/A 14 Item projected on-hand
RDRCD(I) quantity.
UICRTG(P)
UICTST(P)*
WRRCD(O)

IRATGB DSYCTI(O) (400x12x7) I Holds the ratings and
DSYCT2(P,O) marginal counts in TAEDP
DS7CT3(P) sequence for all units, to
DSYSK3(O) facilitate display on
DSYSM4(P,O) reports.
DSYWS (o)
FILKBC(P,O)
FILEWS(O)
F RCNT(P)
SAVRTG(P) *
UICTST(P)*
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary - Assessment Processor
(page 5 of 10 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

IREQD LINTST(P) N/A 14 Item required quantity.
RDRCD(I)*
TBLQry(P)
TBLRTG(P)
UICRTG(P)
WRRCD(O)

LIN BALBUF(P) N/A A6 Item identification code.
CLRBUF(P)
DSYXF1(I,P,O)
DSYXF2 (I, P,O)
GENBUF(P)
RDRCD(I)*
WRCD(O)

LINNI DSYXFI(I,O) N/A A22 Item name on B-record.
DSYXF2(I,O)
GEMUF(P)
R1RCD (I) *
WR CD(O)

LINRTG LINTST(P)* 2 I Holds ratings of individual
RDRCD(I) equipment items within a
UICRTG(P)* unit. For CCT units, two
UZCTST(P)* ratings are held.
WRRCD(O)

MNACO DSYINP(PO) 2 A3 The unit selection
MAIN(I)* parameters for MACCM; one
PIKUNT(P) for unit uprate selection,

one for unit downrate
selection.

NFY BLDFIL(I,P) N/A 12 Fiscal year on current
DSYXFI(I,P) A-record.

* DSYXF2(I,P)
RIRCD(I )*
SAVID(P)
UICTST(P)
WRRCD(O)
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary -Assessment Processor
(page 6 of 10 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

NFYSET DS~VT2(O) 7 I The set of seven fiscal
DSYSM4(O) years of the planning
MAIN(P)* period, expressed as the
SAVID(O) last two digits of the year.
WRHDG(P)

NP DSYCT2(P,O)* (5x2) I The counts at each rating
DSYBI4(P,O)* level (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) for

-! FILEBC(P,O)* pacing items. For CCT
SAVRTG(P) units, two counts are held.
UIC RTG (P)*
URATE(P)

NT DSYCT2(P,O)* (5x2) I The counts at each rating
DSYSM4(P,O)* level (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) for
SAVRTG(P) all items. For CCT units,
UICRTG(P)* two counts are held.
URATE (P)

NUIC DSYCTI(P) N/A 14 Count of rated units.
DSICT2(P)
DSYCT3(P)

DSYSM3(P)
DSYSM4(P)

"" - DSYSM 5 (P)
FILEBC(P)
FILEWS(P)

C,..,FRQCNT (P)
SAVID(P)*
WRHDG(O)

PACR RDRCD(I)* N/A Al Pacing item indicator.
U]CRTG(P)
WERD(O)

PASKAX MAIN(P)* N/A I1 Number of passes to be
SAVRTG(P) performed (1 or 2).
UIC RTG (P)
URATZ(P)
WRCD (P)
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary - Assessment Processor
(page 7 of 10 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE S IZE FMT DESCRI PT ION

PIKLVL DSYINP(O) 2 I The unit selection parameter
MAIN(I)* for rating level; one

one for unit downrate
selection.

POOLID SAVID(P)* N/A 13 Sequence number of unit in
SAVRTG(P) input.

POOLNR RDRCD(I)* N/A 13 Sequence number of unit in
RLDfS(P) input.
SAVID(P)
UICTST(P)
WRFCD(O)

QTYSGN BALBUF(P)* N/A Al A '+' for up-rating and a
o:.GEM '- for down-rating.

RDRCD (I). WRRCD(O )

QUAL DSYCTI(O) 400 A2 The branch of each unit

DSYCT2(0) reported in TAEDP sequence.
DSYSM4(0)
DSYWS(o)
FILEBC(O)

SAVID(P)*

RIVILE IOCTL(P)* N/A 12 The device number of the
RDRCD(I) input file.
UICTST(P)

RTGPaS SAVRTG(P) N/A II The current rating pass
UMCRTG (P) * being executed.
URATE (P) *

RT1SGN LINTST(P)* N/A Al A '+' for up-rating and a

RDRCD(j)* '-' for down-rating.
WRRCD(O)
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary - Assessment Processor
(page 8 of 10 pages)

NAM SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

RTGSYK IOCTL(P)* N/A Al Letter identifying rating
WRRCD(O) value.

RUNCLS MAIN(I)* N/A A12 Classification of run.
WRCLS (0)
WRTTL(O)

RUNTYP DSYWS(P) N/A A5 'BASE' OR 'TRIAL'
.9 FI1.15(P)

IOCTL(P)
MAIN(I,P)*

WRTTL(P)

*4%

SRC DBYINP(PO) 2 A9 The unit selection parameter
MAIN(I)* for SRC; one for unit uprate
PIKUNT(P) selection, one for unit

downrate selection.

SDWOL IOCTL(P) N/A Ii A flag used in item
LINTST(P)* processing.
RDRCD (I)*

UICRTG(P)

UICTST(P)*
WRCD (o)
XFF4DTA(P) *

TEXT DSYCT1(O) 400 A21 The name of each reported
DS'CT2(0) unit in TAEDP sequence.
DSYSM 3(O)
DSYSM4(0)
DSYWS (o)
FILEBC(O)
SAVID(P)*

TGELVL DSYINP(O) 2 1 The desired rating level of
AIN(I)* each unit selected; one for
UICTST(P) unit uprate selection, one

for unit downrate selection.
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary -Assessment Processor
* (page 9 of 10 pages)

NAME SUBROUT1INE SIZE FMTf DESCRIPI'ION

UALO PIKUNT(P) N/A ii Unit ALO.
RDRCD(I)*
SAVID(P)
WRICD(0)

UBR PIKUWT(P) N/A A2 Unit Branch.
RDRCD (I) *

-~ SAVID(P)
WRCD(0)

UDAMPL PIKUNT(P) N/A i5 Unit Priority.
RDRCD (I) *

'1 WRCD (0)

UED&TE RDRCD(I)* N/A 12 Effective date of unit.

WRRCD(0)

UIC BALBUF(P) N/A A6 Unit Identifier.
DSYF1 (I1,)
DSYXF2 (1,0)
RDRCD CI,P) *
SAVI D(P)
WRRCD (0)

UICNI4 DSYXF1(I,0) N/A A22 Unit Name.
DSYXF2(I,0)

RDRCD (I) *

SAVID(P)
WRERD(0)

.9UMACCPA PIKUNT(P) N/A A6 Unit MACCU4.
RDRCD (1)

WRCD (0)

*USEC PIK1UNT(P) N/A A9 Unit SRC
RDRCD (I) *

* WRRCD(0)
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Table 2-6. Data Dictionary - Assessment Processor
- (page 10 of 10 pages)

NAME SUBROUTINE SIZE FMT DESCRIPTION

WIDTH WRCLS(P) 12 A3 Controls the centering of
WRTTL(P),* display lines for all of the

12 reports.

WRFILE IOCTL(P)* N/A 12 The device number for the
WRRCD(O) output file.

Note: The letter (P, I, 0) next to the subroutine names denotes the
usage of the table as follows:

(P) - processing
(I) - input

(0) - output

* An asterisk shown to the right of the routine name indicates

that the table is originated by that routine.

Note: The letter (A,I) in the format column of the table denotes the
array characteristics as follows:

"4 (A) - alphanumeric
(I) - integer
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- 74/UNCLA3SIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 110

EDATE MODEL UNIT EQUIPMENT READINESS DATA DATE: PAGE 1
DISPLAY AP / 1/ RATING COUNT WITHIN FY REPT DATE: 07/25/83

DATA SET: ACTIVATED UNITS
RUN TYPE: TRIAL CASE

UNCLASSIFIED ****

(NUMBER OF UNITS = 3)

RATING LEVEL COUNT OF UNITS AT EACH RATING WITHIN EACH FY

FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88

C-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C-1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

C-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C-4 3 3 3 3 3 2 1

TOTAL 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

***** UNCLASSIFIED *

, '2 Figure 2-22. Report #1, Rating Count Within FY
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Figure 2-27. Report #6, 7-Year Summary II Report -4=4
CCT Units '"-,
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74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 10

EDATE MODEL UNIT EQUIPMENT READINESS PAGE 1
DISPLAY AP / 7/ DATA DATE:

7-YEAR SUMMARY III REPT DATE: 07/25/83

DATA SET: CCT UNITS
RUN TYPE: BASE CASE

UNCLASSIFIED *****

UNITS IMPACTED BY CCT 300-73
IN MACON

STE=NO EUR-NO KOR-NO PAC=NO ALA=NO HAW=NO PAN=NO
FC=NO TC-NO OTH=NO NG-YES AR=YES DAR=NO

RATING CHANGE FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88

-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

+3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTA. UNITS 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

ltttt UNCLASSI F IED tttl

Figure 2-28. Report #7, 7-Year Summary III Report
CCT Units
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74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 12

EDATE MODEL UNIT EQUIPMENT READINESS PAGE 1
DISPLAY AP / 8 DATA DATE:

ITEM TRANSFER SUM4ARY REPT DATE: 07/25/83

DATA SET: ACTIVATED UNITS

RUN TYPE: TRIAL CASE

*** UNCLASSIFIED ****

FY88

LIN NOMENCLATURE SHORTAGE BILLPAYERS STILL
QTY UNITS QTY UNITS SHORT

F3937e CRANE lL MtD 20 TON 1 1 0 0 1

, H52087 FILTER SEP LI.Q 350 GPM 14 1 0 0 14

J04717 FUEL SYS SUP PT LESS C 1 1 0 0 1

K54707 HOSELINE FUEL 4 IN 2 1 0 0 2

P97051 PUMP ASSY FLAN LIQUID 26 1 0 0 26

S70027 STLR LB 22 1/2T M871 2 1 0 0 2

S73372 STLR TC 5000G M969 5 1 0 0 5

W 91074 TRACTOR WHL IND %CCE< 1 1 0 0 1

X49051 TRK LF DED 1000 LB 2 1 0 0 2

UNCLASS IF I ED
"a ,'

Figure 2-29. Report #8, Item Transfer
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t4! Figure 2-30. Report #9, Work Sheet Report
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74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 109

EDATE MODEL UNIT EQUIPMENT READINESS PAGE 1
DISPLAY AP /10/ DATA DATE:

USER INPUT REPT DATE: 07/25/83

DATA SET: ACTIVATED UNITS
RUN TYPE: TRIAL CASE

UNCLASSIFIED *****

UNIT SELECTION PARAMETERS

PARA1ETER UPRATE DOWNRATE
VALUE VALUE

SELECT-LEVEL 4 1

MACOM 0 0

SiC 0 0

ALO 0 0

BRANCH 0 0

DAPL-H I 0 0

DANPL-,LO 0 0

TARGET-LEVEL 3 3

***** UNCLASSIFIED ****

Figure 2-31. Report #10, User Input
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74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 101

EDATE MODEL UNIT EQUIPENT READINESS PAGE 1
DISPLAY AP /11/ DATA DATE:

SHORTAGE DETAIL REPT DATE: 07/25/83

DATA SET: ACTIVATED UNITS
4. RUN TYPE: TRIAL CASE

UNCLASSIFIED *****

FY88

*, LIN LIN NAME UIC UIC NAME QTY

X49051 TRK LF DED 1000 LB UNTOO CO PETROLEUM SUPP 2

TOTALS UNITS: 1 ITEMS: 2
m

***,* UNCLASSIFIED ***#

Figure 2-32. Report #11, Shortage Detail Report
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I.!
- 74/UNCLASSIFIED/ 25 JUL 83 /PG 102

EATE MODEL UNIT EQUIPMENT READINESS PAGE 1
DISPLAY AP /12/ DATA DATE:BILLPAYER DETAIL REPT DATE: 07/25/83

DATA SET: ACTIVATED UNITS
RUN TYPE: TRIAL CASE

*.** UNCLASSIFIED *****

FY82

LIN LIN NAME UIC UIC NAME QTY

NO BILLPAYERS PRESENT THIS FISCAL YEAR ****

*,*,,-l UNCLA6SSIF IED *****

S2Figure 2-33. Report #12, Bilpayer Detail Report
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2.6. 1 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - MAIN

b. Functions

This processor rates each unit present in the input file by
rating each item of equipment separately and then
aggregating all of the ratings into an overall rating for
the unit. Summaries are generated for all of the rating
information. An output file of the ratings is also
generated.

This procedure utilizes two methods of execution. One
method is the 'BASE' case, which will simply rate all of the
units requested. The other method is the 'TRIAL' case,
which will attempt to redistribute, the units based on the
ratings generated in the 'BASE' case or on the worksheet
prepared by the user.

c. Input

This process requires the following files as input:

* Run Control Parameter File (MTOE*APlCTLq3); Unit #2.
* Selected Units File, Unit #7.

* CCT File (MTOE*FPlPIK4V)
SNEW ACTIVATION (MTOE*FPIPIK41)

0 Worksheet File of Ratings (NTOE*AP1WIN21); Unit #9.
* Base Case File (MTOE*AP1BAS21)
* Ccmmon blocks XCONTRL, XIOFILE, XRTGCTL, XSELECT.

d. Processing

The processing of MAIN is described as follows:

0 Begin Assessment Processor.
0 Read user-input Run Control Parameters for:

Dataset (either 'NEWUNT' or 'CCTUNT').
* Fiscal year.
* TAEDP run date (DTADTE).

0 Run class (either 'UNCLASSIFIED, ' 'CONFIDENTIAL,' or
'SECRET').

* Ran type (either 'BASE' or 'TRIAL').
* If the Dataset is 'NEWUNT,' read the EDATE.
* If the Dataset is 'CCTUNT,' read the CCT identifier and

the 'YES' or 'NO' values on each of the 13 MACON
parameters. A 'YES' value for a MACON will utilize
that MACON as a part of the selection criteria.
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* Establish whether a single rating pass (PASMAX = 1) or a
dual rating pass (PASMAX = 2) is to be used.

* If the run type is 'TRIAL,' read in the parameters for
selecting the units to be down-rated and up-rated.

The parameters utilized are as follows:
* PIKLVL (the unit rating level for selection).
* MACC( (the command to which the unit belongs).
• SRC (the Standard Requirements Code of the unit).
0 ALO (the Authorized Level of Organization).
* BR (the Army Branch).
, DAMPL (the priority); a range of DAMPL values is

utilized.
* Target level (the unit rating level for up-rate or

down-rate).
0 If the run type is 'TRIAL'

Set the mode - i.
Call IOCTL(1) to select the input and output file

device numbers to be used.
• Call UICTST(1) to perform unit up-rate.

Call IOCTL(2) and UICTST(2) to perform unit down-rate.
Call IOCTL(3) and UICTST(3) to perform unit rerate.

* Display contents of unit buffer.

• If the run type is 'BASE', start here; for 'TRIAL',
continue:

* Call IOCTL(O).
* Call UICRTG to compute the ratings of the units.
0 If run type is 'TRIAL,' call DSYINP to display the

unit selection parameters.
0 Generate summaries of unit ratings.

* If Dataset = 'NEWUNT' generate the worksheet (DSYWS) and
save it in file 8 (FILEWS).

* If Dataset - 'NEWUNT' and run type = 'BASE,' call FILEBC
to hold the base case rating data in file 16.

0 Terminate Assessment Processor.

e. Output

The following outputs are produced by the Assessment
Processor:

* Rating Count Within FY Report (Report #1, Figure 71).

. Rating Percent Within FY Report (Report #2, Figure 7J).
• 7-Year Summary I Report, New Activations (Report #3,

Figure 7K).
* 7-Year Summary II Report, New Activations (Report #4,

Figure 7L).
0 7-Year Summary I Report, CCT Units, (Report #5,

Figure 7M),

* 7-Year Summary II Report, CCT Units, (Report #6, -.

SFigure 7N).
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- 7-Year Summary III Report, CCT Units, (Report #7,
Figure 70).

" Item Transfer Summary, (Report #8, Figure 7P).

. Work Sheet Report, (Report #9, Figure 7Q).

* User Input, (Report #10, Figure 7R).
Shortage Detail Report, (Report #11, Figure 7S).

e Billpayer Detail Report, (Report #12, Figure 7T).

f. Interfaces

Called by: None

Calls to: DSYBUF
DSYCT 1
DSYCT2
DSYCT3
DSYINP
DSYSM1
DSYSM2
DSYSM3
D5YS14
DSIWS
DSYXF 1

DSYXF2
FILESC
FILEWS~IOCTL ()(1) (2) (3)

PAGADV
UICRTG
UICTST (1) (2) (3)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.

-.1

-4: ;*
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2.6.2 Program Description "

a. Identification

Assessment Frocessor- BALBUF (IDIFF, IFY, *)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the processing of unit down-
rating. Specifically, it maintains the count of the balance
of each piece of equipment available for the unit versus the

equipment required. A separate count is kept for each
fiscal year. A balance is maintained for every piece of
equipment.

c. Input

Common blocks XBUFR, XIT4DTA, XUNTDTA

d. Processing

The processing of BALBUF is described as follows:

. For the applicable fiscal year, search the BUFCOD table ..

for the existence of the unit ID. Once found, the
proper index values will be set to reference other
tables. If the unit ID is not found in the table (and
not blank), return 1.

* Utilizing IDIFF (the amount of equipment found from some
other unit) passed for LINTST, adjust the balance for
that piece of equipment in the table BALBUF3.

* If the equipment requirement is satisfied, store the unit
ID that balanced the buffer.

* Update IBUF2 for total equipment found.
• Store a '-' in QTYSGN to signify downrating.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LINTST

Calls to: None
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.-.. ,g. Arguments

* IDIFF - The difference amount between equipment required
and available.

0 IFY - The fiscal year index.
0 * - Represents a numbered return inthe calling routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.3 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - BLEFIL (SIGN, NRCDFY)

b. Functions

This subroutine selects data from the file created by mode 2
operation and sorts it by fiscal year, LIN, and unit short-
age amount. This sort is performed for display purposes for
the Shortage and Billpayer Reports.

c. Input

* The mode 2 file (12) is read sequentially.
* Common block XCONTRL.

d. Processing

The processing of BLrVIL is described as follows:

* Confirm that position 148 of the file #12 record contains

a '+, for the Shortage Report and a '-' for the
Billpayer Report.

* Write the selected record to file #20.
• Extract the year from the record and update the counter

for number of records in that year.
* At the end of the input file, sort the file. This will

establish the ordering of the Shortage Detail or
Billpayer Detail Report.

0 Return after sort has completed.

e. Output

Temporary file #20 (report file) of 160 characters. This
file is used in DSYXFI and DSYXF2 to generate Reports #11
and #12.

f. Interfaces

Called by: DSYXFI ('+', number of records for FY)
DSYXF2 ('-', number of records for FY)

Calls to: FSORT (Fortran Sort Utility)
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... L "g. Arguments
q. !* SIGN - Indicator of uprate (+) or downrate (-).

0• NRCDFY - The number of records read for a fiscal year..

.h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.4 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor- CLRBUF (IFY, "1

b. Functions

This subroutine scans the buffer for a match between a given
LIN and those present in the buffer. If a match is found
for a non-zero balance, the balance for that piece of
equipment is adjusted by the adjusted quantity.

c. Input

Common blocks XBUFR, XITKDTA

d. Processing

The processing of CLBUF is described as follows:

" Search each item sequentially in the buffer table BUFCOD
for the applicable LIN. If the UIC for that LIN is
blank, then adjust the buffer balance (IBUF3) by the
adjusted quantity.

" If the item was not found, return 1.

e. Output

None.

p f. Interfaces

Called by: UICTST (fiscal year, return indicator)

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

* IFY - The fiscal year index.
* - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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- 2.6.5 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYBUF

b. Functions

This subroutine displays the contents of the item buffers.
This display is report #8, Item Transfer Summary. The
contents are diplayed separately for each fiscal year.

c. Input

Common blocks XBUFR, XCONTRL

d. Processing

The processing of DSYBUF is described as follows:

0 For each fiscal year

0 Call DSYCTL(B) to control headers.
* If at least one item is in the fiscal year buffer:

For each item, compute the balance (IBUFBL) as
IBUFi quantity minus IBUF2 quantity.

* Write the detail line for shortage LIN's, billpayer
LIN's and balance (still short).

* If no items in the buffer, write a message.
* Call WRCLS to display the classification at the bottom of

every page.

6. Output

Report #8, Item Transfer Summary.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DYSCTL (8)(0)

WRCLS (8)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.6 Program Description

5, a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYCTL (DSYNR)

b. Functions

This subroutine controls the formatting of the detail lines
for the Assessment Processor reports. The lines are grouped
into blocks and the blocks are grouped into pages.

c. Input

None.

d. Processing

The processing of DSYCTL is described as follows:

0 If this routine is called for the first time for a given
report, call WRTTL (report #1).

* If the maximum number of lines per block is reached:
write a blank line.

* If the maximum number of blocks per page is reached
0 Call WRCLS (report number) to print classification.
0 Call WRTTL (report number, page number) to print

headings of following page.A Return.

6. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: DSYBUF (8)(9)
DSICTI (5)

DS!CT2 (6)
DSMCT3 (7)
DSYINP (10)
DSYS41 (1)
DSY42 (2)
DSYS43 (3)

,5 DSYS44 (4)
DSYWS (9)
DSYXF1 (11)(pf)
DSYXF2 (12)(0)
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Calls to: WRCLS (report number)

WRTTL (report number, page number)

go Arguments

DSYNR - The report number (value of 1-12)

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.7 Proram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYCT1

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #5, 7-Year Summary I, for
all CCT changes. This report displays the results of the
rating of all units before and after application of the CCT
changes.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRSULTS

d. Processing

The processing of DSYCT1 is described as follows:

* Call DSVCTL(5) to print headers.
• For each unit rated:

* Write the detail line displaying unit ID, branch, unit
name, and before/after ratings for each year.

• Call DSYCTL(5) for page formatting.
* Call WRCLS(5) to print run classification footing.

e. Output

Report #5, 7-Year Summary I, CCT Units.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSICTL (5)
WRCLS (5)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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• " 2.6.8, Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYCT2

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #6, 7-Year Summary II, for
all CCT changes. This report displays the results of the
dual rating of all units for each fiscal year, including
counts of differences in item ratings at each C-level.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRSULTS

d. Processing

The processing of DSYCT2 is described as follows:

Call DSICTL(6) to print headers.
For each year within each unit:
0 Accumulate NP (number of pacing items), NT (total

number of items, NNP (number of non-pacing items)
for each rating level.

0 Write the detail line displaying unit ID, branch and
unit name for first year and fiscal year, pre-CCT
rating, ALO, number of pacing items for each rating

4%. (and total), number of non-pacing items for each
rating (and total) and totals for all items
cambined.

0 Calls DSYCTL(6) for page formatting.
a Call WRCLS(6) to print run classification footing on last

page*

e. Output

Report #6, 7-Year Summary II, CCT Units.

f. Interfaces

* Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSVCTL (6)

WRCLS (6)
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g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.9 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment processor - DSYCT3

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #7, 7-Year Summary III, for
all CCT changes. This report displays the frequency counts
of unit rating changes by change increment amount for each
fiscal year.

c. Input

Common block XRSULTS

d. Processing

The processing of DSYCT3 is described as follows:

0 Call DSICTL(7) to print headers.
* For each year within each unit:

* Compute IDIF as the difference between the first and
second rating for each unit.

* Accumulate number of differences for each rating
difference amount (-3, -2...,+3) for each year.

* Accumulate total number of units for each year.

0 Write the detail line displaying the rating change amount
(-3 through +3) and the cumulative difference for all
the units in each fiscal year.

0 Write the total number of units for each fiscal year.
S Call WRCLS(7) to print the run classification footing.

e. Output

Report #7, 7-Year Summary III, CCT Units.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSYCTL (7)
WRCLS (7)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.10 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYINP

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #10, User Input. This
report displays the input parameters selected by the user to

control the selection of units for the 'TRIAL' run.

C. Input

Common block XSELECT

d. Processing
r'

The processing of DSYINP is described as follows:

* Call LSTCTL(10) to print headers.
. Replace any blank parameters with a right-justified zero

for display purposes.
SWriteputhe paraDters. value and downrate values for all of the

• Write the run classification footing.

e. Output

Report #10, User Input.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSYCTL (10)

WRCLS (10)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.11 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYSM1

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #1, Rating Count Within
FY. This report displays the frequency distribution, by
count, of unit ratings in each fiscal year. This report
will only print for the new activations dataset.

c. Input

Common block XCOUNT

d. Processing

The processing of DSYSM1 is described as follows:

0 Call FRQCNT to compute the number of units achieving
either a C-1, C-i, C-2, C-3 or C-4 rating in each
fiscal year.

0 Call DSYCTL(1) to print headers.
N For each rating value, print the total number of units at

that rating for each fiscal year.
0 Print the cumulative totals of all units.
* Call WRCLS(1) to print the run classification footing.

e. Output

Report #1, Rating Count Within FY.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSITL (1)
FRQCNT
WRCLS (1)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.12 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYSK2

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #2, Rating Percent Within
FY. This report is similar to Report #1, but prints
percentages of ratings rather than rating counts. This
report will only print for the new activations dataset.

c. Input

Common block XCOUNT

d. Processing

The processing of DSYSM2 is described as follows:

0 Call DSICTL(2) to print headers.
0 Utilizing the percentages ccmputed in FRQCNT (as called

previously by DSYSZ1), print the percentage of units
contained in each rating for each fiscal year. For
example, if 10 units were rated in FY82 and 4 had a
rating of C-3 and 6 had a rating of C-4, then C-3
would show a value of .40 and C-4 would show a value
of .60.

* Print the cumulative totals.
* Print the run classification footing.

e. Output

Report #2, Rating Percent Within FY.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSMTL (2)
WRCLS (2)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.13 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYS43

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #3, 7-Year Summary I, new
units. This report displays the results of the ratings of
all of the units for each fiscal year.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRSULTS

d. Processing

The processing of DSYSM3 is described as follows:

* Call DSICTL(3) to print headers.
e For each unit, print the unit ID, branch, name and rating

for each of the seven fiscal years.
* Print the run classification footing.

e. Output

Report #3, 7-Year Summary I, New Units.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSICTL (3)
WRCLS (3)

g. Tables and Items

Plea.e refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.14 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYSM4

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #4, 7-Year Summary II, for
new activation units. This report displays the same unit
ratings as Report #3, but also displays the counts of item
ratings within the units. This report is similar to Report
#6.

c. Input

Common blocks XCONTRL, XRSULTS

d. Processing

The processing of DSYSM4 is described as follows:

0 Call DSITL(4) to print report headers.
0 For each year within each unit:

* Accumulate NP (number of pacing items), NT (number of
total items), and NNP (number of non-pacing items)
for each rating level.

* Write the detail line displaying unit ID, branch and
unit name for first year and unit rating, ALO,
pacing item rating counts, non-pacing item rating
counts and total counts for each rating level for

rPiteach year.
• Print the run classification footing.

e. Output

Report #4, 7-Year Summary II, New Units.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: DSICTL (4)
WRCLS (4)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.15 Program Description

a . Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYWS

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #9, Worksheet. This report
displays the results of the rating of all units for each
fiscal year. The ratings are displayed (by FY) for each
unit for the base case, trial case, achieved by the trial
case and a line with blank ratings for use in identifying
the ratings in the next trial case.

c. Input

Common Blocks XCONTRL, XRSULTS

d. Processing

The processing of DSYWS is described as follows:

* Call DSYCTL(9) to print report headers.
* If run type = 'BASE'

* For every unit ID write a detail line of unit iden-
tifying information (first line of unit only) and
rating level for each fiscal year for the base
case, trial case, achieved level and a blank rating
indicator for the next trial case attempt.

• If run type - 'TRIAL':
* For each unit ID:

• Check a portion of the IRATGB table set in UICTST
to determine whether the parameter file target
level was used for the desired level or whether
the worksheet file was used. A value of 1
through 4 in IRATGB (Unit ID, 2, Fiscal Year)
will generate a '(W)' on the Trial line of the
output to indicate the worksheet was used. A
value of 5 through 8 will indicate the parameter
file and a '(P)' will print.

* Write the detail line in the same format as the 'BASE'
case above.

0 Call WRCLS(9) to print the run classification footing.

e. Output

Report #9, Worksheet Display.
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f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN (difference quantity, fiscal year)

Calls to: DSIVTL (9)
WRCLS (9)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.'6.16 Program Description

a . Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYXF1

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #11, Shortage Detail. This
report displays the unit and equipment shortages which were

* .4 " a result of the uprating of other units.

c. Input

• File #21 - Temporary sorted input file for reporting.
SCmn Blocks XBUFR, XIThDTA, XUNTDTA.

d. Processing

The processing of DSYXF1 is described as follows:

• Call BLDFIL to build a temporary sorted file in reporting
sequence in file 21.

• Loop for fiscal year.
• If fiscal year > 7, terminate processing.
* Call DSYCTL(11) to print report headers.
• If the number of records for current fiscal year is zero,

then print message and move to next fiscal year.
• Read the shortage data from file 21.

• If fiscal year has changed
* Backspace to previous record (i.e., to before current

record).
0 Write totals for previous year.

* Call WRCLS(01) to print run classification.
* Branch to top of routine to begin loop for a new

fiscal year.
i If LIN has changed:

* Write a detail line containing the number of items of
-.. that equipment in that unit.

0 Call DSYCTL(11) to handle page formatting.
Else,

* Write totals for that LIN.
- Write the run classification footing.
* Call DSYCTL(O).
o Call DSICTL(11).
0 Write a detail line containing LIN, equipment name,

unit ID, unit name and the number of items of the
current LIN.

* Write totals for the LIN.
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* Write the run classification footing.
* Return.

e. Output

Report #11, Shortage Detail Report.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: BLDFIL ('-', # records in FY)
DSYCTL ( 11 )()
WRCLS (11)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.

i17
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2.6.17 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - DSYXF2

b. Functions

This subroutine produces Report #12, Billpayer Detail. This
report displays the unit by unit billpayer items of equip-
ment which resulted from the uprate of the units.

c. Input

0 File #21 - Temporary sorted input file for reporting.
S Ccmmon Blocks XBUFR, XITMDTA, XUNTDTA.

d. Processing

The processing of DSYXF2 is described as follows:

* Call BLDFIL to build a temporary sorted file in reporting

sequence in file #21.
* Loop for fiscal year.
* If fiscal year > 7, terminate processing.
* Call DSITL(12) to print report headers.
S If the number of billpayer items for current fiscal year

is zero, print a message and move to next fiscal year.
* Read the billpayer data from file #21.
* If fiscal year has changed:

* Backspace to before current record.
* Write totals for the previous fiscal year.
• Call WRCLS(12) to print run classification footing.
" Branch to top of loop to begin new fiscal year

processing.
* If new LIN:

* Write a detail line containing the number of items of
previous LIN in the unit.

" Call ESYCTL(12) to handle page formatting.
Else,

* Write LIN detail line for totals.
* Write run classification footing and page headers.
e Write a detail line containing item number, item name,

unit ID, unit name and the count of items for
current LIN.

" Write totals for the LIN.
" Write run classification footing.
" Return.
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* e. Output

4 Report #12, Billpayer Detail Report

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: BLDFIL (-', # records in FY)

WRCLS (11)

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.18 Program Description

a . Identification

Assessment Processor - FILEBC

b. Functions

This subroutine writes the results of the 'BASE' case rating
of all units to the Base Case File. The ratings are for
each fiscal year and include a count on the number of pacing

items and non-pacing items.

c. Input

Common Blocks XCONTRL, XRSULTS

d. Processing

The processing of FILEBC is described as follows:

9 For every unit ID:
* For every year, compute the number of pacing and non-

pacing items.
Write the unit number, unit ID (from the routine

SAVID), QUAL (the Branch stored in SAVID), TEXT
(the unit name stored in SAVID), rating, number of
pacing items and number of non-pacing items to file
#16.

0 Return.

e.- Output

File #16, Base Case File (MTOE*AP1BAS21).

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.19 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - FILEfS

b. Functions

This subroutine stores the Worksheet File. This file
contains the results of the rating of all units for each
fiscal year. The file also contains the results from the
'BASE' case run and provides an extra line for the user to
enter the unit ratings to be used in the next run.

c. Input

* File #16, Base Case File stored by FILEBC routine
(MTOE*APIBAS21).

* Common Blocks XCONTRL, XRSULTS.

d. Processing

5The processing of FILWS is described as follows:-,

e If run tape is 'BASE' case, write a detail line of unit
number, unit ID, base case rating, trial case rating
and achieved rating. For the base case, all three
ratings " i always be the same.

e If run typ. is 'TRIAL', for every unit:
" Read file 16 to capture the rating of that unit.
* Write the 'BASE:' detail line containing the rating

from file 8.
* For each fiscal year, capture the 'W1 or 'P' indicator

from IRATGB (unit #, 2, year). The 'W' indicates
that the rating originates from the worksheet and
will be represented by an IRATGB value of 1 through
4. The 'P' indicates that the rating originates
from the run control target level parameters and is
represented by a value of 5 through 8. The 'W' or
'Pr indicator may vary by unit and/or by fiscal
year within an individual unit.

* Write the 'TRIAL:' ratings to the record of four
detail lines for the current unit. The indicator
will be written one position after the rating
level.

* Write the 'ACHVD°: ratings to the next detail line.
" Write the 'NEXT': blank rating line.
9 A set of four lines is written for each unit.

e Return.
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e. Output

-File #8, Worksheet File (MTOE*AP1WOT21).

f. Interfaces

"'" "" Called by: MAIN

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.

"" 179
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2.6.20 Progam Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - FRQCNT

b. Functions

This subroutine calculates the frequency distribution of
unit ratings by fiscal year. The calculation is both by
number (used in Report #1) and by percentage (used in
Report #2) for each year.

c. Input

Common Blocks XCOUNT, XRSULTS

d. Processing

The processing of FRQCNT is described as follows:

" For each year (1-7):
0 For each unit (I-NUIC):

* For each rating (9-4), total the number of ratings
of each type and save into ICNT table.

* For each year (1-7):
0 For each rating (#-4), convert the totals computed

above into percentages and save into FRQ table.
Return.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: DSYSMI

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.21 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - GENBUF (IDIFF, IFY)

b. Functions

This subroutine creates the tables BUFCOD, BUFNAM, IBUF1,
IBUF3 and IBUFZEN for the incremental quantities generated in
subroutine LINTST. These quantities represent the differ-
ence between the quantity on hand and the quantity required
to meet the directed C-rating.

c. Input

Common Blocks XBUFR, XIhDTA

, d. Processing

The processing of GENBUF is described as follows:

9 Search table BTPCOD for all LIN's encountered thus far.
* If LIN has not yet been encountered, then add as a new

item as follows:
M Nove the LIN to BUFCOD (index #, fiscal year).

* Move the LIN name to BUFNAM (index #, fiscal year).
* Move the difference quantity to

IBUF1 (index #, 1, fiscal year) and IBUF3 (index #,
fiscal year.

• Move a 'I' to IBUF1 (index #, 2, fiscal year).
* Preserve adjusted quantity and sign.
* Update table index # by 1.

* If LIN has already been encountered, then update the
tables for this LIN as follows:

• Add the difference quantity to IBUFI and IBUF3.
* Add one to IBUF1 (index #, 2, fiscal year).
0 Preserve the adjusted quantity and sign.

• Return.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LINTST

Calls to: None
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g. Arguments

0 IDIFF -The difference amount between quantity available
and quantity required.

0 IFY - The fiscal year index.

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.22 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - IOCTL (MODE)

b. Functions

This subroutine selects the input and output files used for
processing based on the mode of operation. The selected
files are passed by common block to the reading and writing
subroutines.

c. Input

Common Blocks XCONTRL, XIOFILE, XRTGCTL

d. Processing

The processing of IOCTL is described as follows:

• If mode - F, move '7' to input file number and 'I' to
output file for the 'BASE' case and '13' to the input
file number and '15' to the output file number for the

'TRIAL' case.
* If mode - 1:

• Move 10 to input file number.
0 Move 11 to output file number.

0 If mode - 2:
" Move 11 to input file number.
• Move 12 to output file number.

* If mode - 3:
" Move 12 to input file number.
* Move 13 to output file number.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN (9)(1)(2)(3)

Calls tos None

g. Arguments

* MODE - The type of processing (update, downrate, or
rerate). A value of 1-3.
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h. Tables and Itmas

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.23 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - LINTST (MODE, LEVEL, IFY, *)

b. Functions

This subroutine compares the quantity on hand to the quan-
tity needed to met the C-rating directed for the unit. If
the two quantities are the same, the next item is tested.
If a difference is found, it is passed to the buffer sub-
routine (GEISUF) for storage.

c. Input

• Calls RDRCD (MODE, ', *) to read the TAEDP records.

* Common Blocks XI2MDTA, XRTGCTL.

d. Processing

The processing of LINTST is described as follows:

* If mode - 1, perform unit uprate.
* Call RDRCD (1, *400, *500) to read TAEDP record.
* If required quantity > 20, then copute IDIFF.

Else, call TBLQTY (Aircraft indicator, required
quantity, minimum quantity, level) to coupute the
minimum quantity on hand required. Compute IDIFF =
minimum quantity less projected quantity.

* Call GENBUF (IDFF, fiscal year) to update buffer.
* Store difference in rating in ADJRTG and a '+' in

RTGSGN.
• Increase the quantity on hand by IDIFF and update the

item rating (LINRTG).
* Call WRRCD to write the item and go to next item.

0 If mode - 2, perform unit downrate.
. Call RDRCD (2, #400, #500) to read the TAEDP record.

I *• If difference between current rating and desired
rating is less than zero:

* Copute the buffer adjustment.
- Call BALBUF (difference quantity, year, #) to

adjust the tables in the buffer for this LIN.
* Store rating difference in ADJRTG and RTGSGN as

I+I •

0 Set item rating to target rating.
* Call WRRCD to write the item.

* Rturn.

0 At E(N, lreturn 1.
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e. Output

Calls WRRCD to write an item record to the output file
specified in IOCTL.

f. Interfaces

Called by: UICTST (mode, target level, year, *)

Calls to: BALBUF (difference quantity, year, *)
GHNUF (difference quantity, year)
RDRCD (1, *, *) (2, *, *)
TBLQTY (Aircraft Ind., Required Quantity,

Minimum Quantity, Target level)
WRRCD

g. Arguments

' MODE - The type of processing (uprate, downrate, or
rerate). A value of 1-3.

LEVEL - The C-rating level.
SIFY - The fiscal year index.

Represents a numbered return in the callingroutine.•

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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"2.6.24 Progra Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - PAGADV

b. Functions

This subroutine advances the printer to a new page after all
of the Assessment Processor reports have been written, sothat the termination messages will print on a separate page.

This subroutine is called by MAIN and contains only a
carriage control canmand to advance the printer to a now
pag6.

No other information is required for this subroutine.
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2.6.25 .Progam Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - PIKUNT (MODE, LEVEL, *)

b. Functions

This subroutine tests the characteristics of each unit read
from the TAEDP against the criteria set by the Run Control
Parameters input by the user. If the criteria are met,
control is passed to the uprate/downrate portion of the
calling program; otherwise, the unit is skipped.

c. Input

Common Blocks XSELECT, XUNTDTA

d. Processing

The processing of PIKUNT is described as follows:

* If DAMPL selection was specified, check the unit's DAMPL
against range specified.

* If SRC selection was specified, check for a match on the
SRC.

* If ALO selection was specified, check for a match on the
ALO.

* If BR (Branch) selection was specified, check for a match
on the Branch.

* If MACCU selection was specified, check for a match.
* If the unit met all necessary criteria, Return, else

Return 1.
* Note: The above criteria used in selection are dependent

on whether it is unit uprate (mode 1) or unit
downrate (mode 2). Two values, one for each mode,
are input by the user.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: UICTST (mode, target level, *)

Calls to: None
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g. Arguments

* MODE - The type of processing (uprate, downrate, or
rerate). A value of 1-3.

* LEVEL - The C-rating level.
0 * - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.

2
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2.6.26 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assesment Processor - RDRCD (MODE, *

b. Functions

This subroutine reads the input file specified by the
routine IOCTL to read the unit and equipment data in a
modified TAEDP record.

c. Input

" Reads input record of unit and LIN data. This rec,
will be read from either file #7, #1%, #11 or #12.

" Common Blocks XCONTRL, XIOFILE, XITMDTA, XUNTDTA.

d. Processing

The processing of RDRCD is described as follows:

* Read the record for all of the unit data elements and
item data elements.

* Test for end-of-unit or end-of-file condition.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LINTST (mode 1, *, *)
U3CRTG (mode 0, *,*)

UICTST (mode 1, *, *) (2, *, *) (3, *, *)
XFRDTA (mode 1, *, *) (2, *, *)

g. Arguments

0 MODE - The type of processing (uprate, downrate, or
rerate). A value of 1-3.

* * - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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"-' "%"'[- - 2.6.27 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor- RDWS (IFY, NOWLVL, NXTLVL)

b. Functions

This subroutine reads the unit rating data from the
Worksheet File generated by the routine FILEWS and subse-
quently edited by the user to perform another trial run and
redistribution.

c. Input

* File #9, Worksheet File (MTOE*AP1WIN21).
e Catmon Block XUINTDTA.

d. Processing

The routine reads the record detail line for the 'TRIAL'
ratings and the fourth detail line for the user-input
ratings for each unit."-.
If the unit number read is the desired unit, place the trial
rating in the NOWLVL variable and the user input ratings in
the NXTLVC for the fiscal year passed to th( routine.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: UICTST (fiscal year, current rating, new rating)

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

• IFY - The fiscal year index.
* NOWLVL - The current rating of the unit.

* * NXTLVL - The user-selected rating level to be achieved.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.

%' 4
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2.6.28 Program Description -

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - SAVID

b. Functions

This subroutine preserves all of the unit information into
tables by the originai alphanumeric sequence (POOLID) and
maintains a count of the number of units. These tables are
later referenced during report generation.

c. Input

Common Blocks XCONTRL, XRSULTS, XUNTDTA

d. Processing

The processing of SAVID is described as follows:

0 If tables have not yet been filled for current unit:
* Preserve the unit ID in the CODE table.
* Preserve the unit name in the TEXT table.
* Preserve the branch ID in the QUAL table.
* Update the flag for highest unit index number.

0 Store the ALO of the unit by FY in ALOFY.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: UICTRG

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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": 2.6.29 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor SAVRTG

b. Functions

This subroutine preserves the unit rating data for subse-
quent report generation into the table IRATGB.

C. Input

Common Blocks MCONTRL, XRSULTS, XRTGCTL, XUNTDTA

d. Processing

The processing of SAVRTG is described as follows:

* Preserve the C-rating into IRATGB, using subscripts of
(unit index #, rating pass indicator, fiscal year).

* If the units received a single rating, store the number
of pacing items and total item count into IRATGB
table. The rating pass indicator will hold a value of
between 3 and 7 for the five pacing rating counts and
8 to 12 for the five total rating counts.

0 If the units had a dual rating, the difference counts are
stored into IRATGB.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: URATE

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.30 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor- TBLQY (ACFT, IREQD, IMIN, LEVEL)

b. Functions

This subroutine identifies the required minimum quantity on-
hand for a specified authorized quantity and C-rating. In
addition, provision is made for a minimum quantity on hand
for the lowest rating (C-4). This minimum is set at 40% of
the authorized quantity rounded down to the nearest integer.
The quantities utilized have been set in AR 220-1.

c. Input

None.

d. Processing

The subroutine captures the minimum quantity required (IMIN)
by using the desired C-rating level and quantity required to
access a large table of quantity values. The result of IMIN -.

is passed to the calling subroutine as a parameter.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LINTST

Calls to: None

g. Argmemnts

0 ACFT - Aircraft indicator flag.

* IMIN - The minimum quantity allowed on-hand.
* IRZQD - The required quantity.
* LEVEL - The C-rating level.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.31 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor- TBLRTG (ACFT, IREQD, IONHD, ICRATG)

b. Functions

This subroutine establishes the C-rating of a unit's line
item using a table look up rather than a percentage thres-
hold. This routine is called whenever the quantity on hand
to be rated is 20 items or less. A separate look up value
is provided for quantities of aircraft reported at a
C-rating of 3. This look up table is extracted from
AR 220-1, Table 3-1.

c. Input

None.

d. Processing

The processing of TBLRTG is described as follows:

* For rating level 1' and '2', generate a rating of '1' if
the table value is not greater than the quantity on-
hand, else, continue.

'4 * For aircraft items
, If the table value from column 5 is not greater than

quantity on hand, generate a rating of 3.
* Else generate a rating of 4.

0 For non-aircraft items
* If the table value from column 4 is not greater than

the quantity on-hand, generate a rating of 3.
0 Else generate a rating of 4.

* Return.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: UICRTG

Calls to: None
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g. Argdments

0 ACFT - Aircraft indicator flag.
0 iIfI - The minimum quantity allowed on-hand.
0 IREQD - The required quantity.
* LEVEL - The C-rating level.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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-' - 2.6.32 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - UICRTG

b. Functions

This subroutine camputes the ratings of each individual item
contained in each unit and aggregates the ratings into an
overall rating for the unit.

c. Input

* Calls RDRCD to read an equipment item record.
• Cammon Blocks XCONTRL, XIT4DTA, XRTGCTL.

d. Processing

The processing of UICRTG is described as follows:

0 Call RDRCD (mode, *, *).
* If this is the first record of a new unit, call SAVID to

preserve the identifying information for the new unit.
* For I through PASAX (value of 1 or 2 set in MAIN)

0 If first rating pass, set required quantity (IRQMT)
for rating purposes to the quantity required read
from the record in RDRCD.

0 If not the first pass and the item change quantity =
zero, there is no need to rerate the item; else,
set required quantity (IRQ4T) to the quantity
required, plus the change quantity.

* For those items where ERC - A and both the required
quantity and projected quantity are greater than
zero.

0 If required quantity > 20, then compute the per-
centage of the quantity required to the quantity
projected to be on hand.

e If the percentage > - 90, rating is 1
* Else, if > - 80, rating is 2
* Else, if > - 65, rating is 3
o Else rating is 4.

0 If required quantity 20 or less, call TBLRTG to
campute the rating.

0 Update the table for the total number of items with
each rating level (NT) and for the pacing items
with each rating level (NP) when PACR - 'Y'.

0 Store the LIN rating for later use in WRRCD.
* Else set the LIN rating to zero.

0 Call WRRCD to store the rating result.
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At end of unit, call URATE to rate the unit based on all
of the LIN ratings.

0 At end of file, compute rating of final unit and return.

e. Output

Calls WRRCD to store the item rating result.

f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN

Calls to: RDRCD (mode, *, *)
SAVI D
TBLRTG (Aircraft flag, minimum quantity,

projected on hand quantity, C-rating)
URATE
WRRCD

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.

II
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"-i 2.6.33 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - UICTST (MODE)

b. Functions

This subroutine campares the actual rating of a unit with
the rating directed by the input and calls the LINTST sub-
routine to make the necessary adjustments.

c. Input

* Calls RDRCD to read the unit and item data.
" Cammon Blocks XCONTRL, XIOFILE, XIThDTA, XRSULTS,

XRTGCTL, XSELECT, XUNTDTA.

d. Processing

The processing of UICTST is described as follows:

S If mode - 1, execute unit uprate.
0 Call RDRCD to read unit and item data.

* Call RDWS to read the worksheet file.0 If the rating input by the user in the 'NEXT' line of
the worksheet is less (higher) than the current
rating.

0 Call LINTST to adjust the equipment to meet the
required rating level.

0 Preserve the level in IRATGB table.
Else, call PIKUNT to use the run control parameters to

select the unit rating information.
Call LINTST to adjust the equipment and call XFRDTA to

write the remaining items for the unit if selection
criteria is not met.

o If mode - 2, execute unit downrate. Repeat the same
procedure as mode I but for equipment downrate. The
only difference lies in the 'MODE' parameter passed to
LINTST and RDRCD.

* If mode - 3
* Call RDRCD.
* If the adjusted quantity > 17, call CLRBUF to reduce

the buffer by the adjusted quantity.
0 Adjust the LIN rating.
* Call WRRCD to rewrite the record.

* Return.
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e. Output-

Calls WRRCD to preserve the item rating information.

'" f. Interfaces

Called by: MAIN (mode)

Calls to: CLIMUF (fiscal year, *)
LINTST (mode, requested level, year, *)
PIKUNT (mode, current level, *)
RDRCD (mode, *, *)

RDWS (year, current level, requested level)
WRRCD
XFRDTA (*)

g. Arguments

S MODE - The type of processing (uprate, downrate, or
rerate). A value of 1-3.

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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;4;~ ~ 2.6.34 Proqram Description -UT

Sa.• Identification

Assessment Processor URATE

b. Functions

This subroutine computes the overall C-rating for a unit and
calls SAVRTG to save the rating.

c. Input

Common Block XRTGCTL

d. Processing

The processing of URATE is described as follows:

* If unit did not have any LIN's (i.e., unit is activated
in a future year of the planning period), set all
totals and rating to zero. Call SAVRTG to save the
zero rating and return.

0 For single (PSMAX - 1) or dual (PASMAX - 2) rating
* If all of the paciag items have a rating of C-i and at

least 90% of all items in the unit have a C-I
rating, then unit rating is C-i.

* If all of the pacing items have a rating of C-i or C-2
and at least 90% of all items in the unit have a
C-I or C-2 rating, then unit rating is C-2.

* If all of the pacing items have a rating of C-I, C-2
or C-3 and at least 90% of all items in the unit
have a rating of C-i, C-2, or C-3, then unit rating
is C-3.

0 If none of the above three cases is true, then unit
rating is C-4.

* Call SAVRTG to save the unit rating.
* Return.

e. Output

None.

f. Interfaces

Called by: UICRTG

Calls to: SAVRTG
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g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.

2.0
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.f -~ 2.6.35 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - WRCLS (DSYNR)

b. Functions

This subroutine writes the page classification as a footing
centered on the last line of every page.

c. Input

Common Blocks XCONTRL, XDSYWTH

d. Processing

The subroutine WRCLS simply checks the width of the detail
line for the report number passed to the routine and prints
the run classification, normally 'CLASSIFIED' centered on
the final line of the page.

e. Output

The final line of every report.

f. Interfaces

Called by: DSYBUF (8)
DS'YCTL (report number)
DSICT1 (5)
DSVCT2 (6)
DSVCT3 (7)
DSYINP (19)
DSYSK1 (1)
DSYSKI2 (2)
DSYSK3 (3)
DSYSK4 (4)
DSWS (9)
DSYXF1 (11)

* DSYXF2 (12)

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

0 DSYNR - The report number (a value of 1-12).
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h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.36 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - WRHDG (DSYNR)

b. Functions

This subroutine prints the column headings for all 12
Assessment Processor reports.

c. Input

Common Blocks XBUFR, XCONTRL, XRSULTS

d. Processing

The subroutine WRHDG prints the appropriate column headings
for the report number specified in the passing parameter.
For formats of the column headings, see the sample report
formats at the end of this section.

e. Output
The column headings for all of the reports.

f. Interfaces

Called by: WRTTL (report number)

Calls to: None

g. Arguments

0 DSYNR - The report number (a value of 1-12).

h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.37 Program Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - WRRCD

b. Functions

This subroutine writes the data for each item of equipment

in a unit to the output file. The output file number is
specified in the routine IOCTL.

c. Input

Common Blocks XCONTRL, XIOFILE, XITMDTA, XRTGCTL, XUNTTA

d. Processing

The subroutine WRRCD writes a record for each item of equip-
ment. This record contains identifying information for the
unit and LIN as well as the various quantities (required,
authorized, change, projected) and rating information. The
file number will be as follows:

* File 1W - Base case, mode
* File 15 - Trial case, mode
* File 11 -Mode l
* File 12 - Mode 2
0 File 13 - Mode 3 (final output file)

e. Output

As stated above.

f. Interfaces

Called by: LINTST
UICRTG
UICTST
XFRDTA

Calls to: None

g. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.38 Proqram Description

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - WRTTL (DSYNR, NPAGE)

b. Functions

This subroutine prints the page headers for all 12 Assess-

ment Processor reports.

c. Input

Common Blocks XCONTRL, XDSYWTH

d. Processing

The processing of WRTTL is described as follows:

* The header of 'UNIT EQUIPMENT READINESS' will print on
the top of every report.

• The report title will be selected according to the report
number passed to the routine.

o If Dataset = 'N WUNT', the line 'ACTIVATED UNITS' will
print, else, the line 'CCT UNITS' will print as the
next header.

* Either 'BASE CASE' or 'TRIAL CASE' will print next.
. Call WRHDG (report #) to print column headings.

e. Output

The page headings for each report.

f. Interfaces

Called by: DSYCTL (report number)

Calls to: WRHDG (report number)

g. Arguments

0 DSYNR - The report number (value of 1-12).
* NPAGE - The report page number.

S., h. Tables and Items

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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2.6.39 Program Description 1".

a. Identification

Assessment Processor - XFRDTA (*)

b. Functions

This subroutine transfers data from the input file to the

output file without any modification. It is called to
transfer any records which do not require any redistribu-
tion.

c. Input

• Call RDRCD to read the appropriate input file.
0 Canmon Block XRTGCTL.

d. Prooessing

This routine simply calls RDRCD continuously until either a
new unit or KOF is encountered. A normal return is executed
at end of unit, with a return I executed at end of file.

For every record read, the routine WRRCD is called to write
the record.

e. Output

Calls WRRCD to write to the appropriate output file.

f. Interfaces

Called by: UICTST (*)

Calls to: RDRCD (mode, *, *)
WRRCD

g. Arguments

• - Represents a numbered return in the calling routine.

h. Tables and Itens

Please refer to Table 2-6 for the Data Dictionary.
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SECTION 3. ENVIRONMENT

3.1 Equipment Envirorment

The E-DATE Model is resident on the Univac 1100/62 Timesharing
Multi-Processing System at the Logistics Evaluation Agency.

3.2 Support Software

The E-DATE Model has been developed utilizing FORTRAN '77.

3.3 Data Base

The major data base utilized by the model is the Total Army
Equipment Distribution Program (TAEDP) System. The TAEDP data
base provides information relative to the force structure,
priorities within a force, and equipment to be procured, dis-
tributed, maintained, and supported to sustain the force. TAEDP
also projects actual equipment densities (current and planned)
during the transition of equipment through modernization.
Another feature of TAEDP, especially important to the E-DATE
Model is the provision for unit snapshots at specified intervals
for a seven-year period (current, budget, and POM years).

The TAEDP data base undergoes preprocessing at the Logistics0! Evaluation Agency (LEA) to add the pacing item indicators to the
record. This information is critical to the ratings of units in
the Assessment Processor consistent with the guidelines set
forth in AR 220-1.

The Tape Processor provides the user with the ability to select
only those TAEDP units to be activated in the first year of the
planning periodl or, alternatively, those units affected by
equipment changes as described in the Consolidated Change Table
(CCT). An additional provision is made to allow the user to
select on both criteria in one run. The file containing those
units to be activated in the first fiscal year is created and
maintained by the user through the text editor. The Consoli-
dated Change Table (CCT) Data is read from a tape prepared by HQ
TRADOC and is identified as the "TOE Substantive Changes Impact
Format (IMPMAS)". A new CCT file will be received approximately
once every six months.

The File Processor utilizes the Activated unit and CCT Unit
Files and creates a Selected Units File. This file contains

data for the overall planning period for those units activated
in the designated activation year, or, in the case of CCT units,
those units associated with a particular MACOM.

3-1
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The Assessment Processor input is the set of selected unit files -'

generated by the File Processor. In general, all activation
, years for the planning period will be of interest and provision -j

is made to execute the Assessment Processor for each activation
year in turn. The Assessment Processor operates in two dis- -3

*' tinctively different modes of processing based upon the run
parameters. In one method of processing, the 'BASE' case, the
processor generates unit ratings based upon the input data
provided by the File Processor. In the other method of opera- .
tion, the 'TRIAL' case, the processor operates on output from

its own 'BASE' case. In this method, the Assessment Processor
first redistributes unit equipment assets based upon user inputs
supplied as a 'Worksheet' file and a set of redistribution
parameters. Following the redistribution, the Processor carries
out a unit rating on the redistributed assets, (as in the 'BASE'
case) to determine the actual ratings achieved by the redistri-
bution process. Since the 'TRIAL' case always uses a 'BASE'
case set of data for input, the 'BASE' case must always be
executed before a 'TRIAL' case is attempted.

3.3.1 General Characteristics

The following files are utilized by the E-DATE Model. Many of
the files may exist for each of seven fiscal years. These files
will be designated with a "<1>...<7> for the last position of
the file name to show that the name varies according to the
fiscal year represented.

• TAEDP Data

This file contains the TAEDP data extract tapes, as
originally generated by the Depot System Command, and
modified by the Logistics Evaluation Agency (LEA) to include
pacing item (AR 220-1) and aircraft item flags.

The TAEDP data extract tapes must be produced as unlabeled,
9 track, 1600 BPI, ASCII character set and quarter-word
sensitive.

The tapes are identified as file MTOE*MTO03.41.

* First Year Activated Unit List

The processor requires the identification, by UIC, of each
unit activated in the first year of the planning cycle. The

list is a user input based on Structure and Composition
System (SACS) data. Only the data for the first year is
needed since the TAEDP A-record sequence provides the
information for subsequent years. The activated unit list
is prepared as a mass storage file with one line for each
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- unit ID (six-characters). The file is identified by the
Tape Processor as MTOE*TPlFYA#o.

Consolidated Change Table (CCT) Data

The CCT data inputs to the Tape Processor are an inter-
mediate product fram files prepared by the HQ TRADOC in the
course of generating the Consolidated Change Table (CCT).

The CCT data extract tapes must be produced as unlabeled, 9
track, 1600 BPI, ASCII character set and quarter-word
sensitive.

The tapes are identified as file MTOE*TP1SRC#g by the Tape
Processor.

• Activated Unit File

This file is one of two major outputs from the Tape
Processor and contains data on units activated during the
seven-year planning period. The file is identical to the
format of the TAEDP record except for the insertion of a 'I'
in column 13 of each A-record.

This file is also utilized as one of the two input files to
the File Processor and is identified as MTOE*TPNEW40 and
resides on mass storage.

* CCT Unit File

This file is the second of two major outputs from the Tape
Processor and contains data on units affected by the CCT
changes in the seven-year planning period. The output
format is identical to the format of the TAEDP record except
for the insertion of a 'I' in column 14 of each A-record.

This file is also utilized as the second of the two input
files to the File Processor and is identified as
MTOE*TPICCTOO and resides on mass storage.

• Selected Units File

This file is the principal output from the File Processor

and contains data for the overall planning period for those
units activated in the designated activation year or in thecase of CCT units, those units associated with a particular

MACCO.

*This file is also utilized as the principal input to the
S .* 'BASE' case of the Assessment Processor. The file resides

on mass storage and is identified as follows:
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CCT file - MTOE*FP1PIK4"
New Activation - MTOE*FPIPIK41<1>...<7>

• Skipped Items File

This file contains all units in the File Processor where an
assets record (C-Record) was present without a requirements
record (B-Record). This file is not used by the Assessment
Processor but is generated for historical purposes and may
be examined by the user via the CRT or printed to hardcopy.

This file is identified as MTOE*FPISKP40 for CCT units and
"MTO*FPlSKP4<1>...<7>" for new activations.

0 Base Case File

Each time the Assessment Processor is run for the 'BASE'
case involving activated units, it generates a file which
contains the ratings of the units for each fiscal year.
This file is then utilized by the processor during 'TRIAL'
case rns.

This file is resident on mass storage and will be identified
as WOE*AP1BAS2<1>..7>..

0 Worksheet File
_,, Each time the Assessment Processor is run involving

activated units it generates a file which contains the
ratings of the units for the 'BASE' case, 'TRIAL' case and
'NEZ' case. This file, and the line for 'NEXT' case
specifically is utilized by the user to select ratings for
units designated for uprate and downrate. The file is then
referenced by the processor during 'TRIAL' case runs.

The file is resident on mass storage and is identified as
MTO3*APiWIN2<1>..<7>.

• Item Rating File

This file is produced by the Assessment Processor and
contains, for each unit by fiscal year, the rating of each
item of equipment in the unit. This file is used to gener-
ate the rating for an entire unit by accumulating the rating
of each item of equipment. This file is also utilized to
generate the Shortage Detail and Billpayer Detail Reports.

KThe file is resident on mass storage and is identified as
follows:

CCT Units (Base Case) - MTOE*APIIRB40
New Units (Base Case) - NTOE*APIIRB4<1>...<7>
New Units (Trial Case) - MTOE*APIIRT4<1>... <7>

3-4
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3.3.2 Organization and Detailed Description

The description of the layout of every file described in Section
3.3.1, General Characteristics, is provided in this section.
The files are listed in the same sequence as Section 3.3.1 and
represent the operational sequence of the three processors
within the model.

TAEDP Data

Record Length: 239 characters
Storage Medium: Magnetic Tape
Processors Used: Tape

Three formats are presented for this file due to the varying
formats of each record type (A, B, C). Only those fields used
in the model are identified.

NAME POSITIONS FOIAT DESCRIPTION

(A-record)
- *.:- CTLLVL 1-6 A6 Unit ID

MACaN 7-12 A6 Major Command
Not Used 13-33
TYP-RCD-CD 34 1A Record Type (A, B, or C)
Not Used 35-45

FY 46-47 A2 Fiscal Year
Not Used 48-64
DAMPL 65-69 A5 Army Priority
Not Used 70-109

Unit Type 110 Al Unit Type ('1' = TOE
unit)

Not Used 111-123
Unit Name 124-144 A21 The Description of the

Unit
Not Used 145-165
BR Unit CD 166-167 A2 Unit Branch
Not Used 168-184
SRC 185-196 A12 SRC Code

(B-record)
CTLLVL 1-6 A6 Unit ID

MACCI 7-12 A6 Major Command
LIN 13-20 AS Line Item Number
ERC 21 Al Bquipment Readiness

Not Used 22-35 
Code

3-5
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LIN NCOEN 36-57 A22 Name of Equipment
Not Used 58-127
Fiscal Year(7) 128-129 A2 Seven Fiscal Years

144-145
160-161
176-177

192-193
208-209
224-225

RQR-QTY 130-136 17 Required Quantity
146-152
162-168
178-184
194-200

210-216
226-232

AUTH-QTY 137-143 17 Authorized Quantity
153-159

169-175
185-191
201-207
217-223

233-239

The C-record is identical to the B-record except for the
following items:

" National Stock Number (A13) appears in columns 21-33.
" C National Stock Number Name (A22) is in columns 36-57.

" Projected Quantity On Hand replaces Required Quantity.
* Quantity On Hand (17) appears in coldmns 233-239.
* Authorized Quantity does not appear.

FIRST YEAR ACTIVATED UNIT LIST

Record Length: 6 characters
Storage Medium: Mass Storage

Processors Used: Tape

This file contains the unit ID in positions 1-6.

CONSOLIERTED CHANGE TABLE DATA

Record Length: 39 characters
Storage Medium: Magnetic Tape
Processors Used: Tape

3-6
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.NAME 'POSITIONS FOR4AT DESCRIPTION

Not Used 1-11
SRC 12-20 A9 Self-explanatory
LIN 21-26 A6 Line Item Number

CCTTYP 29 Al A, B or C
CHGNRS 30-33 14 Change Amount
CHGLTR 34 Al Least significant

character of CHGNRS
CHGBAL 35-39 15 Final Equipment Balance

ACTIVATED UNIT FILE

Record Length: 239 characters
Storage Medium: Mass Storage
Processors Used: Tape, File

-This file exists in the identical format to the TAEDP Data
except for a '11' in position 13 to indicate that the units were
selected from new activations.

CCT UNIT FILE

Record Length; 239 characters
Storage Medium: Mass Storage
Processors Used: Tape, File

This file exists in the identical format to the TAEDP Data

except for a '2' in position 14 to indicate that the units were
selected from the CCT.

SELECTED UNITS FILE

Record Length: 155 characters
Storage Medium: Magnetic Tape
Processors Used: Tape, File

NAME POSITIONS FORHAT DESCRI PTION

Fiscal Year 1-2 12 Fiscal Year
IUNT 4-7 14 Unit Count
UKACCG 9-14 A6 Major Command
UR 16-17 A2 Unit Branch
UIC 19-24 A6 Unit ID
UNAME 26-46 A21 Unit Name

. UDKMPL 48-52 i5 Priority

3-7
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USRC 54-62 A9 Unit SRC
UALO 64 11 Unit ALO
Fiscal Year 66-67 12 Effective Date Year
LIN 69-74 A6 Line Item Number
LINNN 76-97 A22 LIN Name
ERCFY 99 Al Index for ERC
SYMBOL (PACR) 101 Al Flag for PACR
SYMBOL (ACFT) 103 Al Flag for ACFT
CUMRQD 105-111 17 Quantity Required
CUKATH 113-119 17 Quantity Authorized
ICHG 121-127 17 Change Amount
Ct1PRJ 129-135 17 Quantity Projected

Not Used 136-155

SKIPPED ITES FILE

Record Length: 69 characters
Storage Medium: Mass Storage
Processors Used: File

NAME POSITIONS FORMAT DESCRIPTION

UICC 2-7 A6 Unit ID (C-record)
LINC 10-15 A6 LIN (C-record)
NSNNM 18-39 A22 LIN Name
IPROJ(7) 43-45 13 Projected on hand

47-49 quantity for each
51-53 fiscal year
55-57
59-61

63-65
67-69

BASE CASE FILE

Record Length: 129 characters
Storage Medium: Mass Storage
Processors Used: Assessment

NAME POSITIONS FORMAT DESCRIPTION

I 2-5 14 Index # of Unit
CODE(I) 11-16 A6 Unit ID
QVL(I) 21-22 A2 Unit Branch
TEX (I) 27-50 A24 Unit Name
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IRATGB 53,64,75,86, 11 Rating Level for Each
97,108,119 Year

NP(K) 55-56,66-67, 12 Number of Pacing

77-78,88-89, Items in Each Year

99-100,110-111
121-122

NNP(K) 58-60,69-71, 13 Number of Non-pacing
80-82,91-93, Items in Each Year

102-104,113-115,
124-126

WORKSHEET FILE

Record Length: 50
Storage Medium: Mass Storage
Processors Used: File

Please see Figure 8 for format.

44
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U UKIT WI Fyn FM6 FY31 FY6 FY36 FY7 FYN6

I IN6IM 00 WEWULM UW @=I C-4 C-4 C-I C-4 C-d C-a C-4
ThIA., C-4 C-4 C-4 C-a C-4 C-4 C-4

163, C-4 - 4 C- C-4 C-a C-a C-4
NMI C- 0- C- C- C- C- C-

2 O31163 * 1011 111 inliN 3661 C-4 C-4 C-4 C-4 C-4 C-I C-I
ThIN.: C-4 C-4 C-I C-4 C-a C-I C-1
AOS C-4 C-a C-I C-a C-d C-A C-1

TIININ.UI ::C C- C-4 0 C-4 C-4 C-I

.1 1IOO C-a C-4 C-4 C-4 C-a C-I C-I
NIOu C-I C-I C-I C-d C-d C-I C-I

-3-1
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• ".[i"ITEM RATING FILE

Record Length: 155
Storage Medium: Mass Storage

Processors Used: Assessment

NAME POSITIONS FOR4AT DESCRIPTION

NFY 1-2 12 Fiscal Year

POOLNR 4-7 14 Original Unit Sequence #

UMACOM 9-14 A6 Major Command

UBR 16-17 A2 Unit Branch

UIC 19-24 A6 Unit ID

UICNM 26-46 A21 Unit Name

UDAMPL 48-52 15 Unit Priority

USRC 54-62 A9 Unit SRC

UALO 64 11 Unit ALO

UEVLTE 66-67 12 Unit Effective Date

LIN 69-74 A6 Line Item Number

LINNM 76-97 A22 LIN Name

ERC 99 Al Equipment Read. Code

PACR 101 Al Pacing Indicator

ACFT 103 Al Aircraft Indicator

IREQD 105-111 17 Quantity Required

IAUTH 113-1 19 17 Quantity Authorized

ICHG 121-127 17 Quantity of Change

IPROJ 129-1 35 17 Quantity Projected

RTGSYM 138 Al Rating Symbol

LINRTG(l) 140 Al LIN Rating ('BASE')

LINRTG(2) 142 Al LIN Rating ('TRIAL'
only)

SYMBOL 145 Al Flag

QTYSGN 148 Al '+' or '-'

ADJQTY 149-151 13 Adjusted Quantity

RTGSGN 154 Al Same as QTYSGN

ADJRTG 155 11 Adjusted Rating

13-11
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SECTION 4. PROGRAM MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

4.1 Conventions

A convention was followed to name all program and files within
the system. All names are eight characters in length and are
subdivided as follows:

1-2 Processor Name (TP, FP, AP)
3 Version Number (currently a '1')

4-6 Module name (PRG for program, etc.)
7 Classification (0 - unclassified,

2 - confidential)
4 - secret

8 Fiscal Year (g -no fiscal year setting
1 through 7 - fiscal year index)

4.2 Verification Procedures

Not applicable.

4.3 Error Conditions

The potential errors that could occur while operating the system
will be described in the User's Manual.

The limitations placed on the number of unit ID's in the
Activated Unit List or SRC's in the CCT Data will cause error
messages to be generated and processing to stop if the 'WRNPAS'
run control parameter was set to 'NO'. This is applicable only
to the Tape Processor and is explained in Section 2.4.25
(WRN4SG). Any other messages would originate from the Univac
Operating System (EXEC) and should be handled accordingly.

4.4 Special Maintenance Procedures

• Executive Control Language (ECL)

The ECL associated :#ith each of the eight runstreams used to
run the three processors. See Figures 4-1 through 4-8.

* Edit, Compile and Mapping Procedures

*The commands used to edit and compile the program unit
symbolic code are shown in Figures 4-9(a) and 4-9(b)
respectively. The procedure to map recompiled symbolics
into aboslute code is shown in Figure 4-9(c).

4-1
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4.5 Special Maintenance Programs

0 File Assignment Command

The command to assign all of the data files used by the
three processors is:

@ADD, L MTOE*ECL-LIB .ASG-EDATE

The ECL invoked by this command is shown in Figure 4-10.

* File Deletion Command

The command to delete all of the data files used by the
three processors is:

@ADD, L MTOE*ECL-LIB • DELETE-EDATE

The ECL invoked by this command is shown in Figure 4-11.

4.6 Listings

The program listings for each of the three processors including
symbolics, absolutes and ECL, are resident in the LEA production
library.

p
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@RUNq TPIMLT ..720
*ASG,A TPIRUG1.
ftRpTm PRINT$/TPl1RUNg 1
@HDG,P ***** TP1MLT - CONFIDENTIAL

* ASG,A TP 1PRGII.
OASGA TP1CTLO1.
QASG,A TPIMSGOO.
@ASG,A TP1FYAggI.
QASG,A NToE*MTog304l.

@ASGA TPI SRCggr.
@ASG,A TPIREW40
@ASG,A TP1CCT40.
@ASG,A TP1APFOO.
@USE 2,TP1CTLOI.
@USE 3,TPlMSGggO

tJSE 71MTOE*MT013041
@USE 8,TPlFlfAgg~
@USE 9,TPlSRC0~r.
@USE 11 ,TP 1NEW40

4@USE 12,TPlCCT40

@USE 16,TP1APFg0O
@ERS 3.0@ERS 11.

*@ERS 12.
OERM 16.
§xQ1r TP1PRGgg. 7D5-TP1
@FREE TP1APFOO.
@FREE TP1ZMSGOW.
@FREE TP1RUNg1l.

OSYM,U TPlAPPOW.,,Sgg303
QSYMFU TP1MSGOg.,,S0393

I OSYM,U TP1RUlp1. ,,SO9303
@FIN

Figure 4-1.* TP1MLT ECL Commands

ii 4-3
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*HG, ***** -~N -CONFIENTIA

@A-,A TlR4Fr

@-GA PCTC2

-4rA TlS~wr

@AGAT4lypo

ORUN, TPINEW072
@ASG,A TP1RUN0.

@ASG,A TP1PGOg
@USE, 2TPICTLgr2.
@USE 3, TP 1NSG~r1.
@USE, 7,TOE*NTOr3Pr41.

@USEG9A TP1ISRcoro.
@USE 11TP1NEW40

@USE 12,TPICT4g2.

@USE 16,TPlAFA~r

OERS 3.
OURS 11.
@ERS 12.

-~ ORS 16.
OXQT TPlPRGq%0.7pf5-TP1
QFPZI Tp1ApFiwv.
OFREE TF1MSG~r0.
OFREE TP1RUN01.
OSYM,U TP APFgrf ..,S~r3Pr3
@SYNU TP IKSG9. , , Sj3 03
*SIMU TPlRUNW2., ,SW%3W3

* @FIN

Figure 4-2.* TP1NEW ECL Commands
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@RUN TP1CCT,,,720
@ASG,A TPlRDN#3.
@BBIPT pstINT$/TP 1RUN~r3

CHDG,P **** TP1CCT -CONFIDENTIAL 
j

@ASG,A T?1PRGjl%.
@AS,A TPICTLF03.
@ASG,A TP'1MSGIT0.
@ASG,A TPIFYAh~r.
@ASG,A MTOE*TPr3il4l.
CASG,A TPlSRCT.r
@ASG,A TPlAPFjl0.
@USE 2,TlP1CTL03.
@UBE 3,TPMSGIg%
@USE 7,JePOE*MTOF3041
@USE 8,Tp1Fyhogo
@UBE 9,TPlSRCM7.
@USE 11,TP1NUI40
CUBE 12,TlP1CCT40
@USE 16,TP1APFri
MERS 3.
CERS 11.
MERS 12.
CERS 16.

* XQT TPIPRGOV.705-TPI
@FREE TP1APFPF.-
CYREE TP1MSG~pg.
@FREE TPlRUNJ13.
CSYM,U TPIAPF , ,sO9303
*SYM,U TplmsG~o. ,,SWW3W3

CSYM,U Tp1RuNo3. ,,S0;V303

Figure 4-3. TPICCT ECL Commnands
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@RUN FP1NZW ...720
OASG,A FPlIRUNFl1
SMUKT PRINT$/FP1RUN01
*LSGA TPlUD640.
@USE 7,TP1NUW40
@ASG,T 2.
OASGT 11. , F111/509r

@ASGT 12. ,F///15#P

OASGT 14. ,F///1500

*ASG,T 15. ,F///159

OASrx,T 17. ,F///1501
OASG,T 21. ,F///1500
@HDG,P **** P1NEW -FY 1I CONFIDENTIAL

L3~. ASG,A FP1PIK21.
@ASG,A FP1SIP21.
@USE 11FFPlSKP21
@USE 20,FP1PIK21
OERS FP1PIK21.
OURS FP1SKP21.
OURS 2.

~-.s. ORS 11.
OURS 12.

OURS 14

OURS 15.
OURS 16.
OURS 17.
OUD,R FP1CTLg1l.
SPLIT 2.1 5

- @ XQT FP I PRGOgp. 70F5-FP 1
* -f ODG,P ***** FPINEW -FY 2 -CONFIDENTIAL **

OASG,A FP1PIX22.
OASG,A FPlSXP22.
P353 1%,FPlSKP22
@USE 20,FPIPIK22
OERS FP1PIK22.
@ERS FP15XP22.
OURS 2.
OURS 11.

A' ORS 12.
OURS 13.
OURS 14.
OURS 15.
oUR 16.
OURS 17.

Figure 4-4. FP1NUW UCL Commands
(page 1 of 4 pages)
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@EOD, R FP1CTLg1l.
SPLIT 2. 6 1 J
OKI
OXQr FPIPRG.00. 7J5-FPI
@HDGP ****FP1NEW -FY 3 -CONFIDENTIAL
@ASG,A FP1PIX23.
OASG,A FP1SKP23.
@USE 10,P1SKP23
@USE 2g,FP1PIX23
OURS FP1PIK23.
@IORS FP1SKP23.
OURS 2.
OURS 11.
OURS 12.
OURS 13.
OURS 14.
OURS 15.
OURS 16.
OURS 17.
MU, R FP1CTLO1.
SPLIT 2. 11 15

OXQT FP1PRG#PW.705-FP1
@HDG,P **** FP1NEW -FY 4 -CONFIDENTIAL

@ASGA FP1PIK24.0 ASG,A FP1SKP24.
@USE 10,FP1SKP24
@USE 20,FP1PIK24
OURS FP1PIK24.4 ORS FPISKP24.
OURS 2.
OURS 11.
OURS 12.
OURS 13.
OURS 14.
OURS 15.
OURS 16.
OURS 17.
OUD,R FP1CTL1.
SPLIT 2. 1-$.

OXQT FP1PRGOO.705-FP1
@HDGP **** FPINEW -FY 5 -CONFIDENTIAL ***

* *, ASG,A FP1PIK2S.
@ASG,A FP1SKP25.
@USE 1%,FP1SKP25
@USE 20,FP1SXcP25

Figur~e 4-4. FP INEW EE2L Commands
(page 2 of 4 pages)
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OURS FPlPIK25.
OURS FPISKP25.
MURS 2.
OURS 11.
OURS 12.
OURs 13.
OURS 14.
OURS 15.
OURS 16.
OURS 17.
OUD,R FP1CTLO~l.
SPLIT 2. 2125 -F OFDNIL~

@ASGA PP1K26*
OASGA FPISKP26.
@USE 10,FPISKP26
@USE 20,FPIPIK26

@ERS FP1PIK26.
OURS FPISKP26.
OURS 2.
OURS 11.
OURS 12.
OURS 13.
OMRS 14.
OEMS 15.j MRS 16.
OURS 17.

4. ED,R FP1CTLF1.
SPLIT 2. 26 30
CHdI
OXQT FP1PRG09r.705-FP1
OHDG,P **** FP1NEW -FY 7 -CONFIDENTIAL ~
OASG,A FP1PIK27.
OASG,A FP1SKP27.
@USE 10,FP1SKP27
@USE 20,FPIPIK27
OURS FPIPIK27.
OURS FplsxP27.
OURS 2.

OURS 12.
OEM 13.
OURS 14.
OURS 15.

Figure 4-4. FP1NZW ECL Commands
(page 3 of 4 pages)
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* *@RS 16.
URS 17.
@ED, R FPICTLg 1.
SPLIT 2. 31 35
OKI
@XQT FPIPRGI9'.705-FPI
@FREE FP1RUNW1.
@SYM,U FPIRUNWI1.
@FIN

Figure 4-4. FPINEW ECL Commands
(page 4 of 4 pages)
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@RUN FP1CCT ...720

@ASG,A PFlRUN#2.

@HDGP ***** ~lC - CONFIDENTIAL

@ASBQ,A TP1CCT40.
@ASG,A FPlPIKig.
@ASG;,A FP1SXP20.

@ASGA FlCT~2.

*ASG,T 12. F/1%

QASG,T 11. ,F///150

QASG,T 16. ,F///1500g
*ASG,T 13.,F///1599
@ ASG,T 1.,F///15017
@USG, 1,FPICTIJ2

OUSEz, 1,F///1509

@USE 2p,FP1lP2

QERS FPIPlC20.
@ERS FP1SKP20.

@XQT FpPRGPW. 75-FP I

@FPUM FPlIUJN#2.
OSIYNU FPlRrN2,,SW%3W3
@FIN

Figu~re 4-5. FPICCT ECL Commhands
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@ RUN AP1IB,...720
0A8G,A AP1RUN0l.
CHBRY? PRINT$/AP IRUNOF

@ASG,A 2.
OHDG,P APiNWE FY 1 -CONFIDENTIAL

@ASGA APIIIRB2l.
@ ASGA FP1PIK21.
@ ASGA AP1WOT2l.

.8 ASGA AP1BAS21.
0@US1 7,FP1PIK21

'4@US 018 ,AP1WOT21
01181 10,AP11R821
0@US1 16,AP1BAS21
OURS 2.

* ~. ORS AP1WOT21.
@URB AP1TRB21.

(aMORS AP1SAS21.

'N OD,R AP1CTL51I.

SPLIT 2.1 6

OXQP AP1PRGOV. 705-APi
@FREE FP1PIK21.

@FREE AP1IRB21.
OFREE AP1WOT21.
@FREE APIBAS21.
OHDG,P APiNWE FY 2 -CONFIDENTIAL

@ASGA AP1IRE22.
@ASGA FP1PIK22.
@ASGA AP1WOT22.
@ASGA AP1EAS22.
0@U81 7,FP1PIK22
@USE1 S,AP1WOT22
0@U51 15,AP11R322
@US51 16,AP1BAS22i'j ORS 2.
OURS AP1WOT22.

OURS AP 1IRB322.
OURS APlBAS22.
OUD,R APicTLgil.
SPLIT 2. 7 12

.2(21 AP1PRGFr. 755-APi
@ FREE FP1PIK22.
OFE AP1IRB22.
OFRUE AP1WOT22.
@FREE AP1SAS22.

Figure 4-6. APl1Mm ECL Commands

Aplh (page 1 of 4 pages)
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'I,- HDG, P APiNWB FY 3 -CONFIDENTIAL ~''
QASG,A AP 1IFS23.

* ASG,A FPIPIK23*
*ASG,A APIWOT23.

*ASG,A AP1BAS23.
@USE 7,FP1PIK23
*usz 1F,API1R823

@USE 16,APIBAS23
*EES 2.
MRS APIWOT23.
GERS AP1IRB23.
@ERS APIBAS239
@EDR APICTLgI.-
SPLIT 2. 13 18
NIa

QXQ1T APIPRGggI.705-API
@FREE FP1PIK23.
@FREE AP1iRB23.
*1REE AP1VOT23.
@FREE APIBAS23.
QHDG,P **** AP11NWB -FY 4 -CONFIDENTIAL

QASGA APlIRE24.
@ASG,A FP1PIK24.
*ASG,A APIWOT24.
@ASGA AP1BAS24.
@USE 7,FP1IPIK24
@USE 8,APIWOT24
@USE 1g,AP1IlRB24
@USE 16,APIBAS24
GIRS 2.

* fRS AP1WOT24.
@ERS AP1IlB24.
flRS AP1BAS24.

EZD,R AP ICTLO 1.
SPLIT 2. 19 24

*xQT APIPRGgg~. 705-AP1
*FRBE FPIPIK24.
@FEE AP1IRB24*
@FEZE AO1WOT24.
@ FRuZ AP1BAS24*
*HDG,P AP1NWB -FY 5 -CONFIDENTIAL

QASGA APIIRB25.
'.1 ASGA FPlPIK25.

@ASGA APIWOT25.
@ASGA APIBAS25.

Figure 4-6. AP 1NfB ECL Commands
(page 2 of 4 pages)
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@USE 7,FPlPIK25 CAD8-

@USE B,AP1WOT25
4 @USE 1%,APlIRB25

@USE 16,APIEAS25
@ERS 2.

ES AP1WOT25.
QERS APlIRB25.
MERS AP1BAS25.

@ED, R APlCTL~rl.
SPLIT 2. 25 39

@XQ1r APIPRGOV. 705-AP1
@FREE FPIPIK25. -

@FREE APIWOT25.
.4@FREE APlBAS25.

@HDG,P APiNWE FY 6 -CONFIDENTIAL

@ASG,A APlIRB26.
@ASG,A FPIPIK26.
@ASG,A APIWOT26:
@ASG,A AP1BAS26.
@USE 7,FP1PIK26
@USE B,AP1WOT26
@USE 1.0,APIIRB26
@USE 16,AP1BAS26
ES 2.

@ERS APIWOT26.
@ERS APlIRB26.
@ERS AP1BAS26.
@ED,R APICTLg1l.
SPLIT 2. 31 36
CHI
*XQT AP1PRGOV. 705-AP1
@FREE FP1PIK26.
@FREE AP1IRB26.
@FREE APIWOT26.
@FREE APIBAS26.
QHDG,P **** APiNWE FY 7 -CONFIDENTIAL

QASG,A API IRB2 7.
@ASG,A FP1PIK27.
QASG,A AP1WOT27.
QASG,A APIBAS27.
@USE 7,FP1PIK27
@USE 8,AP1WOT27
@USE 1.9,AP1IRB27
@USE 16,AP1BAS27
@ ERS 2.

Figure 4-6. APINWE ECL COMMands
(page 3 of 4 pages)
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@ERS APIWOT27.
OERS APlIRB27.
MERS AP1BAS27.

@ED, R AP1CTLg1l.
SPLIT 2. 37 42

*XQr AP1PRGIFg. 705-API
@FREE FPlPIK27.
@FREE AP1IRB27.
@FREE AP1WOT27.
@FREE APIBAS27.
@FREE APIRUNPA.
@SYMU AP1RUN~1. ,,SW
@FIN
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@ RUN AP lCTB ...72.0
@ASGA API1RUN.03.

@BRKPTr PRINT$/AP 1RUNg73
@HDG,P APiCTB CONFIDENTIAL "~

QASG,A AP CL3.

*ASG,A AP1IRB20.

@ASG,A 2,PIPITLF;

@USE 7,FPlPIK~g

4 @USE 10,APIEB2#
ES AP IRB2 O.

AX! APiPRGOO.705-API

OFREE APlRUNW3.

@SYMPU AP1RUNOF3. , ,Sjl~3j3
MFN

Fiur 4-.AlCB Cmad

4-1



@RUN APINWT,,,720
@ASG,A APIRUN~r2.
OMRKT PRINT$/APIRUNJI2

QASG,A APIPAS21.
@ ASG,A APIPAS22.
@ASG,A APIPAS23.

QAsrzT 2.

@ASG,T 21. ,F///1gjjjgF

@USE 11,AP1PAS21

@USE 12,APIPAS22
@USE 13oAPIPAS23
@HDG,P ****AP1NWT -FY 1 -CONFIDENTIAL

@ASG,A AP1WOT21.
QASG,A APlVIN21.
*ASG,A AP1IRB21.
@ASG,A AP1IRT21.
@ ASG,A AP1BAS21.
@ERS 2.
OERs AP IWOT2 1.
QEES APIPAS21.
@ERS APIPAS22.11MRS APIPAS23.
ftRS AP 1IRT21.
fUSE SAPWOT21

QUSE 9,AP1WIN21
@USE 10,APIEB21
@USE 15,APIIRT21
@USE 16,APIBAS21
mZD,R APICTL~r2.
SPLIT 2. 1 17

@xQI AP1PRGOV.705-API
@FmZ APlIRB21.
OFREE AP1IRT21.
WREE AP1DAS21,
OFREE AP1VOT21.
@FREE AP1IWIN2 1.
@HDG,P **** AP1NWT - FY 2 -CONFIDENTIAL

*ASGA AP1WOT22.

@ ASG,A AP1WIN22.
*ASG,A AP11JRB22.
*ASG,A AP1IRT22.
QASG,A AP1BAS22.
flRS 2.
QIRS APIWOT22.

Figure 4-8. APINWT ECL ComMands
(page 1 of 5 pages)
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~.. ~K@ ORS APIPAS21.
MERS APIPAS22.
OURS APIPAS23.
OURS AP1IRT22.
@USE 8,APlWOT22
@USE 9,APIWIN22
@USE 10,AP1IRB22
@USE 15,AP1IRT22
@USE 16,APIBAS22
@ED,R APICTLF12.
SPLIT 2. 18 34

OxQ1r API PRGFt. 705-APi
@FREE AP1IRB22.
@FREE AP1IRT22.
@FREE AP1BAS22.
@FEE AP1WOT22.
@FREE AP1WIN22.
OHDG,-P ' ~~~AP1NWT -FY 3'- CONFIDENTIAL
@ASG,A AP1WOT23.
@ ASG,A APlWIN23*
@ASG,A AP 1 IRB23.
@ASG,A AP1IRT23.
OASG,A APlBAS23.
MURS 2.

07U@RS APIWOT23.
MERS APIPAS21.

* ORS AP1PAS22.
OURS AP1PAS23*
OURS AP 133RT2 3.
OUSZ S,APIWOT23
@USE 9,APIWIN23
EUSE 10,APlIRB23
@USE 15,APlIRT23
@USE 16,AP1BAS23
OUD,R APICTLgf2.
SPLIT 2. 35 51

OXQT AP1PRGW. 705-AP1
@FREE APIIIRB23.
OWNR AP1IRT23.
OWNR APIBAS23*
OFNR AP1WOT23.
@FREE APIWIN23.
ONDGP APINWT -FY 4 -CONFIDENTIAL'

@ASG,A AP1WOT24.
OAS,A APIWIN24.

Figure 4-8. APIlNT ECL Ccmmands
(page 2 of 5 pages)
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*AS,A APIIRB24.
OASG,A AP1IRT24.

*OASr.,A APIBAS24.
OES 2.
MURS AP1WOT24.
OZiRS APIPAS21.
MURS APIPAS22.
OES APIPRS23.
OERS AP1IRT24.
0@USE S,AP1WOT24*
@UJSE 9,AP1WIN24
@USE1 10,AP1IRB24
@USE 15,AP1IRT24
@USE3 16,AP1BAS24

OUD,R AP1CTLO2.
SPLIT 2. 52 68
C14I
QXQr AP1PRGV. 705-AP1
@FREE- APlIRS24.
OFRE APlIRT24:
@FREE AP 1BAS24.
@FREE AP1WOT24.
OFREE AP1WIN24.
OHDG,P AP1NWT -FY 5 -CONFIDENTIAL

OASGA APIWOT25.
@ASG,A AP1WIN25.
OASG,A AP1IRB25.
*ASG,A AP1IRT25.
OASG,A APIBAS25.
OURS 2.
OURS AP 1VOT2 5.
OURS AP1PAS21.
OURS APlPAS22.
OURS AP1PAS23.
ONES APIIRT25.
SUSE S,APIWOT25
0@USE 9,APIWIN25

* @USE 10,APIIRB25
0@USE 15,AP1IRT25

* 0USE 16,APIBAS25
OUD,R AP1CTLgr2.
SPLIT 2. 69 85

OXQT APIPRGOJI.705-API
@FREE AP 1 RB2 5.
OFRUE AP1IRT25.
OFREE AP 1BAS2 5.

Figure 4-8. AP1NWT ECL Commands
(page 3 of 5 pages)
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4 -*'@FREE PIPWOT25.
@FREE AP1WIN25*
@HDG,P **** APlNWT -FY 6 -CONFIDENTIAL **
@ASG,A AP1WOT26.

S@ASG,A AP1WIN26.
-'4$ ASG,A AP1IRB26.

@ASG,A AP1IRT26.
@ ASG,A APIEAS26.
@ERS 2.
SERS APIWOT26.
@ERS AP1PAS21.
SERS AP1PAS22.

@ERS AP1PAS23.
@ERS AP1IRT26.
LaIISE 8,AP1WOT26
fsU'u 9oAP1WIN26
@SEL 10,AP1IRB26
@ SsE 15,APIIRT26
@UJSE 16,AP1EAS26
@ED,R AP 1CTLgr2.
SPLIT 2. 86 102

SEQT AP1PRGOV.705-AP1
@FRE AP1IXR26.

Au FRtEE AP1IRT26.
@FREE AP 1BAS26.
@FREE AP1WOT26.

@FREE AP 1WIN26.
@HDG,P **** AP1N WT - FY 7 - CONFIDENTIAL ***
QASG,A APIWOT27.

* ASG,A APlWIN27.
*ASGA AP11IRB27.
*A8Q,A AP1IRT27.
@ASG,A AP1BAS27.
fEES 2.
SEES AP1WOT27.
OERS AP1PAS21.
SEES AP1PAS22.
SERB AP1PAS23.
SEES AP1IRT27.

'.9, SJ SoAPlWOT27

@SZa 9,AP1WIN27
OsB 10,APlIRS27

ousz 15,AP1IRT27
o38K 16,AP1BAS27
UtD,R APICTL~r2.
SPLIT 2. 1113 119

Figure 4-e. AP 1NWT ECL Canmands
(Page 4 of 5 pages)
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*QIr APIPRGOW. 705-API
@FREE AP1IEB27.
@FREE AP1IRT27.
@FREE AP 1BAS2 7.
@FREZE AP1WOT27.
@FREE AP1Wfl427.

@FEE APIR3N.92-
OSYt4,U APlRLJN~2.
@FIN

4-2
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aZD,U <FILE).CELDIENT>
J-.-.(MAZE CHANGES)

EXIT

Figure 4-9(a). Editing Procedure

*FTN, OF (FILE>.<ELENENT)
@ (TO PROMP~T COMPILER)

Figure 4-9(b). Compilation Procedure

TAPE PROCESSOR
@PREP TPIPRG011.

*MAP,EN ,TPIPRGp.7#5-TPI/TAPE .NOTE E-OPTION
IN T I PRGF%. 4I

LIS TP1PRGJFW.
END

FILE PROCESSOR
OPREP FPIPW40.
@MAP, N ,FP1PRGqr.705-FP1
IN rP 1 PRGo .MAIN
LIB FP1PRG09
END

ASSESSIENT PROCESSOR 4

*PREP API PRGJIF.
LAP,EN ,AP1PRGW.705-AP1 NOTE E-OPTION

IN hP1PRGgV0.MAIN
L333 APIPRG#P.
END

Figure 4-9(c). Mapping Procedure

4-21
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*ASGUP WiTOETPlRUN9I. ,F///lP#F.-...
QASGUP MToz*TP1RUNgr2.,F///1Prg

N. ASG,UP NTOE*TPlRUNI3.,F///100
.4 ASGUP wpOE*TP ICTLg1 ., F1111 Pg

QASG,UP MTOE*TP iCTLp12.,?F///l 09
QASGUP Iqroz*TP ICTLgr3., kt//.lgg
@ASQIPUP MTOZ'TPlIFY&Prg , F///lp0g
QASG,UP TZ*TPISW$Pj , F///1 J0r00
QASGUP KTOET!fl IEW4#. ,F///lM§F~r
QASGUP ?rOZ*TPICCT40.,F///lgggr
OASGUP MTOE*TP1MSGOr. ,F///1%W-

*.QASGUP ZfZOETPIAWP#.,F///l0W
*MSGN
*ASGUP NTOE*FPIRUNFI. ,F///10g7
@ASGUP wroK*FPlRUNgf2.,F///1gg~
OASGUP MTOE*FPICTLOl.,F///l09g
QASGUP ieTOE'FP1CTLgr2. ,F///1~r~
QASGUP MTOE*FPlPIK2%f.,F///l PIp'0r0
QASGUP IWJCZ*FP IPIK2I., ,F1/1 r~~~
QASGUP NTOE*FPlPIK22. ,F///lP~rT~
@ASGUP MTOK*FP1PIK23.,F///lPj~~j
@ASGUP WNEz*rPlPIK24.,F///l0jjgj
QASGUP NTOE*FllPIK25.,F///ljjT~j
@ASGUP MTOE*FP1PIK26. ,F///1%ggg~j
QASGUP HTOZ*FP 111127. ,F///1JI99li
QASGUP NTOK*FPlSXP2#. ,F///l%17i
QASGUP M1TOE'FPlISKP2l1. , F///1lgggj
QASGUP NTOE*FPlS1P22. F///109rj
*ASGUP EfrOE*FP 151123. ,F///lggg7;
@ASGUP NTOE'FP1SX124. ,F///10ri
QASGUP MTOE*FP 151125. ,F///19~j
QASGUP NTOE*FPISKP26. ,F///lPJW
QASGUP NTOE*FP 151P2 7., F///I IIT~
*MSG,N
@ASGUP bTo3*APlRUNplI.,F///1PgT
QASGUP NIOE*APlIRUNPW2., F///1 Pi
SASO, UP MTOZ*API RUNIW3. , Pg/I 9

* ~QASGUP NrOZ*AP ICTLgI .,F///lgg~
@ASQUP NTOE*APICTL#2. F///l 1Pr
GASGUP WOI*AP CMJW3., F/1 P9
OASOUP NTOE'AP IR1320. , F///l JIIw
OASGUP WO3'AP 11IRB2 1., F///I IWIIWg
SASOUP MO'APlIIB22. , F///I 11111
*ASGUP MTON*AP 1IRB2 3., F///I ggggVI
QASGUP NTOK*AP1IIR24. ,F///i01JPpg

Figure 4-19. File Asuigrment Cxnkmand
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__ *SG,UP MTOVzAP I M S., F///1 Pr~gg

*&sG,UP M4TOEAP1IRB26e ,F///10rTW
*AsG,UP IMfOZAP11IE2 7., F///1gggr~r1
@ASG,UP NTOE*APlIRT21. ,F///1%09 I
*ABG,UP MfjOQ*AP IM~22, F/11OIIFI

*AsG,UP NTOV*APIIRT23. ,F///1017(P
*ASG,UP MTOE*APIIRT25. ,F///1PWWW
*ASG,UP WrTOI*AP1IIRT25. ,F///IOIWIYg
*&SG,UP IfOZ*AP IRT26., F/ff1PrMTW
*ASG,UP 14ToE*AP1IRT27. ,F///101711
*ASG9UP IMZQ*APIPAS21.,F///1W0WW

* A,,up ITON*APIPAS22. F///IOJTggi
QAsGDup NTOI'AP1PAS23. ,F///1r~~f
*ASGUP MTOE*APlBRS21. ,F///1017
*ASG,up WPoZ*APIBAS22. ,F///1j1~r

*&SG;,UP NTOZ*AP1BAS23. ,F///100r
*ASG,UP ffTQ*PI3SA24. ,F///1Prj

*ASG,UP NTQ3*APIBA$25.,F///1017
QASG,Up mToE*APIBAS26.,F///1M7
*ASG,UP MTOE*APlDAS27. ,F///109r
*AsG,UP JflOE*AP1WIN21. 47//1YP
*ASG,UP KTOZ*AP1WTN22.,F///1W1
@ASG,UP 11OE*AP1WICN23. ,F///1~r~
*ASG,UP MTOE*AP1WI24. ,F///lpgr
QASG,UP ,frOE*AP1WI25. ,F///1WW
*ASG,UP MTOZ*APIrN26. ,F///1017

*ASG,UP MTOB*AP1VXN27. ,F///1~r~
@ASG,UP M4TOE*AP1WOT21. ,F///lpgr
@ASG,UP 3TO*APfqIj22. ,F///1~r~
@ASG,UP mTOK*APIWOT23. ,F///1011
*ASG,UP WTOE*AP1WOT24. ,F///1Wll
*ASG,UP 14TOrAPIWOT25. ,F///100r
*ASG,UP MUOVAP 1WOT2 6., F111J11
QASG,UP MTZkIWT7,F///10Fr

Figure 4-10. File Assignment Command
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*1@DELETE MTOE*TP1RUN11.-
ODILETE MjTQ3*TPIRULO1.,F/Ir
WELETE KTOE*TP1RUNop3.,F/I

@DELETE MTOE *TP ISCL0. 1, F//f I POrr
QDELETE NTO*TPlFEW40.,F///l%9gr~
GDELETE !M11OE*TP isCg4. ,F//fl ggg~j

@DELBTE MTOE*TPlMSG#r. ,F///l Pr
*DELETE MQ*TPlApFgO.,F///lgg~

*1 *MSG,N
ODELETE MTO*FP1 RUNIl.
ODEETE NTOE*FP lRUN112.
QDETSE MTO*FPlCTLOl. ,F///l pg

rULETE NTlO*FP ICThgr2., F///1 W~
@DELETE MTOE*FP PIK2. ,F/// J9171
ODELETE MXE*FPPIK2l. ,F///lwwq
@DELETE MTOE*FPlPIK22. , F///I PgPI~
@DELETE )"WE*FPIPH2 3.* , F/// F~rp
QDELETE MTOE*FP1 P1K24. ,//#PjT
ODeLETE mTOE'FP IPIK2 5., F/// rqjY
@DLT I4To*FP1 PK26. ,F///l PIAT
@DELETE mroz*p IPIX2 7., F// , 9i
QDELE1Z MTOE*Fpi SXP20 -,F///1 091
*DELTE M1!OE*FP ISXP2 1 , F111I /~l
DELETS t4TOVFPISK22. ,F///1091
*DELETE MrOz*FP lSX23. ,F//I

S. ELETE NTOE*FPlSXP24.,F///0M7
ODELETE ICTOE*FP 1SEP25. ,F//f 00i
ODEIETE I4TO*FPlSKP26. ,F//flpggW
*DSLETE MTOE*FP 1SEP27. ,F///gggWI
*NSG ,N
OD3LE MTO*APIRIJNOl.
@DELETE moE*APlRuNIg2.
V0KLETE MTO*APlRUNi%3.
OMLETE MTOE*AP CTLg I.,F///l 70
@DELETE MTOE*A"lCTL#2. ,F///l pg
#DELETz mIOE*AP ICTLg13. , F/// I rW
@DKLETz M4TozAPIR]B2I., F//fl JPrgT
ODULzTz MrOEAP I2 1., ,F///l 990

4DELETZ 14T03*AP11RB22. , F///l O~II

ODLETE MTOE*AP I11R32 5., F//fl JI71W
GDKLZT3 MTOE*APl 1RB26. ,F///1 PWV

Figure 4-11. File Deletion Command
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@DELETE TEA1E2.F/1rf#
@DELETE MTOE*AP1IRT21. ,F///!Or~rg
@DELETE MTOE*API1IRT2 2. F///1 gOWgg
@DELETE MTOE*AP1IRT23. ,F///lOPggg
@DELETE MTOE*AP1IRT24.,F///lgggg
@DELETE lTOE*AP1IRT25. ,F///1%~~r~
@ DELETE ZTOE*APIRT26. ,F///lggggr~
@DELETE 34~oz*APIRT27. ,F///1ffPr~'~
@DELETE MTvE*ApIPAS21. ,F///1Prggr~
LaELETz MTOE*AP1PAS22. ,F///10gWI
@DELETE MTlOE*AP1PAS23. ,F///1~ggrI
@DELETE MTOE*APIBAS21. ,F/f/lgl
ODELETE MTOE*AP1BAS22.,F///100
DELETE MTOE*AP1BAS23. ,F///1g9'

*DELETE lMfTOE*AP 1BAS24. ,F///l P'~
@DELETE NTOEAPIBAS25. ,F///l1,g
@DELETE MTOE*AP 1BAS26. ,F///1 P'~

DELETE I4TOE*APIBAS27. ,F///%Pf
DELETE Jf1O*APIWIN2,F///1179

@DELETz MTOE*AP1WI:N22. ,F///1 il
ODELETE jqOE*APIWIN23.,F///lgg~
DELETE KTQE*AP1WI:N24. ,F///100g

'I@DELETE wTORoEAPIWIN2.,F///lgg
c@3EE 34TQ*AplWIN26. ,F///100r

*DKLBTE MOE*AP1WIN27.,F///lgrr

(00 WELETS MTOZEAPIVQT2 I. F///1#j7
QDELETE M1TO*APIWOT22. ,F///1j~j

DELETE NTOE*AP1WOT23. ,F///lpg
@ DELETE MfrOE*PWT24.,F///1Prj

* DELETE NTOE'AP1WOT25. ,F///lil
@DELETE IfWE'AP1WOT26. ,F///lggj
@DELETE MTOE*AP1WOT27. ,F///109r

Figure 4-11. File Deletion Command
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